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632-;!-#5(!,3!02&&(0,!#0!,.(!*300#<#-#,/!34!,+%#'#'&!%'!%',!,3!,+%#'!%!$#,(!,3!;3!,.#0=!E.%,!%+(!,.(!*300#<#-#,#(0!34!0$%--!<2,!$37%<-(!$%1.#'(0F!
A.(/!$%/!3+!$%/!'3,!<(!20(42-:!<2,!,.(/!02+(-/!632-;!<(!42'!,3!$%5(=!!

\3'0#;(+!%'/!$%1.#'(III43+!()%$*-(:!%'!%2,3$3<#-(III%';!%05!%<32,!,.(!*+3<-($0!34!$%5#'&!%'!#'4#'#,(0#$%-!$%1.#'(!-#5(!#,=!>2**30(:!#'!,.(!
*%+,#12-%+!;(0#&'!34!,.(!%2,3$3<#-(:!6(!'((;!%!1(+,%#'!*+(1#0#3'!34!,.(!*%+,0N!6(!'((;!%'!%112+%1/:!-(,G0!02**30(:!34!bVQP:PPP!34!%'!#'1.=!"4!
,.#'&0!%+(!$3+(!#'%112+%,(!,.%'!,.%,!#'!,.(!0.%*(!34!,.(!1/-#';(+!%';!03!3':!#,!#0'G,!&3#'&!,3!63+5!7(+/!6(--=!"4!"!$%5(!,.(!,.#'&!,33!0$%--:!"!.%7(!
,3!63++/!%<32,!,.(!0#L(!34!,.(!%,3$0N!"!1%'G,!$%5(!%!1#+1-(!34!DD<%--0GG!03!,3!0*(%5:!#4!,.(!1#+1-(!#0!,33!0$%--=!>3:!#4!"!$%5(!,.(!(++3+:!13++(0*3';#'&!
,3!bVQP:PPP!34!%'!#'1.:!13++(0*3';!,3!%'!(++3+!34!QP!%,3$0:!#,!,2+'0!32,!,.%,!"!1%'!+(;21(!,.(!;#$('0#3'0!34!%'!%2,3$3<#-(!b:PPP!,#$(0:!
%**+3)#$%,(-/III03!,.%,!#,!#0!Q!$$=!%1+300=!9<7#320-/:!#4!/32!+(;(0#&'!,.(!1%+!03!,.%,!#,!632-;!63+5!6#,.!%!$21.!-%+&(+!,3-(+%'1(:!6.#1.!#0!'3,!
%,!%--!#$*300#<-(:!,.('!/32!132-;!$%5(!%!$21.!0$%--(+!;(7#1(=!!

",!#0!#',(+(0,#'&!,3!13'0#;(+!6.%,!,.(!*+3<-($0!%+(!#'!021.!0$%--!$%1.#'(0=!J#+0,-/:!6#,.!*%+,0!0,+(00(;!,3!,.(!0%$(!;(&+((:!,.(!43+1(0!&3!%0!,.(!
%+(%!/32!%+(!+(;21#'&:!03!,.%,!,.#'&0!-#5(!6(#&.,!%';!#'(+,#%!%+(!34!+(-%,#7(-/!'3!#$*3+,%'1(=!A.(!0,+('&,.!34!$%,(+#%-:!#'!3,.(+!63+;0:!#0!7(+/!
$21.!&+(%,(+!#'!*+3*3+,#3'=!A.(!0,+(00(0!%';!()*%'0#3'!34!,.(!4-/6.((-!4+3$!1(',+#42&%-!43+1(:!43+!()%$*-(:!632-;!<(!,.(!0%$(!*+3*3+,#3'!3'-/!
#4!,.(!+3,%,#3'%-!0*((;!#0!#'1+(%0(;!#'!,.(!0%$(!*+3*3+,#3'!%0!6(!;(1+(%0(!,.(!0#L(=!9'!,.(!3,.(+!.%';:!,.(!$(,%-0!,.%,!6(!20(!.%7(!%!&+%#'!
0,+21,2+(:!%';!,.#0!632-;!<(!7(+/!%''3/#'&!%,!0$%--!01%-(!<(1%20(!,.(!$%,(+#%-!#0!'3,!.3$3&('(320=!?-%0,#10!%';!&-%00!%';!,.#'&0!34!,.#0!
%$3+*.320!'%,2+(!%+(!7(+/!$21.!$3+(!.3$3&('(320:!%';!03!6(!632-;!.%7(!,3!$%5(!32+!$%1.#'(0!32,!34!021.!$%,(+#%-0=!!

A.(+(!%+(!*+3<-($0!%0031#%,(;!6#,.!,.(!(-(1,+#1%-!*%+,!34!,.(!0/0,($III6#,.!,.(!13**(+!6#+(0!%';!,.(!$%&'(,#1!*%+,0=!A.(!$%&'(,#1!*+3*(+,#(0!3'!
%!7(+/!0$%--!01%-(!%+(!'3,!,.(!0%$(!%0!3'!%!-%+&(!01%-(N!,.(+(!#0!,.(!DD;3$%#'GG!*+3<-($!#'73-7(;=!K!<#&!$%&'(,!$%;(!34!$#--#3'0!34!;3$%#'0!1%'!
3'-/!<(!$%;(!3'!%!0$%--!01%-(!6#,.!3'(!;3$%#'=!A.(!(-(1,+#1%-!(B2#*$(',!63'G,!0#$*-/!<(!01%-(;!;36'N!#,!.%0!,3!<(!+(;(0#&'(;=!@2,!"!1%'!0((!
'3!+(%03'!6./!#,!1%'G,!<(!+(;(0#&'(;!,3!63+5!%&%#'=!!

b 34!_*-(',/I6(<
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>'"9-&+*$"1$-89'(2,)("0!

M2<+#1%,#3'!#'73-7(0!03$(!#',(+(0,#'&!*3#',0=!A.(!(44(1,#7(!7#0130#,/!34!3#-!632-;!<(!.#&.(+!%';!.#&.(+!#'!*+3*3+,#3'!%0!6(!6(',!;36'!C%';!#4!
6(!#'1+(%0(!,.(!0*((;!%0!$21.!%0!6(!1%'H=!"4!6(!;3'G,!#'1+(%0(!,.(!0*((;!03!$21.:!%';!1.%'&(!4+3$!3#-!,3!5(+30('(!3+!03$(!3,.(+!4-2#;:!,.(!
*+3<-($!#0!'3,!03!<%;=!@2,!%1,2%--/!6(!$%/!'3,!.%7(!,3!-2<+#1%,(!%,!%--[!E(!.%7(!%!-3,!34!(),+%!43+1(=!M(,!,.(!<(%+#'&0!+2'!;+/N!,.(/!63'G,!+2'!
.3,!<(1%20(!,.(!.(%,!(01%*(0!%6%/!4+3$!021.!%!0$%--!;(7#1(!7(+/:!7(+/!+%*#;-/=!

A.#0!+%*#;!.(%,!-300!632-;!*+(7(',!,.(!&%03-#'(!4+3$!()*-3;#'&:!03!%'!#',(+'%-!13$<20,#3'!('&#'(!#0!#$*300#<-(=!9,.(+!1.($#1%-!+(%1,#3'0:!
-#<(+%,#'&!('(+&/!6.('!13-;:!1%'!<(!20(;=!?+3<%<-/!%'!(),(+'%-!02**-/!34!(-(1,+#1%-!*36(+!632-;!<(!$30,!13'7('#(',!43+!021.!0$%--!$%1.#'(0=!!

E.%,!632-;!<(!,.(!2,#-#,/!34!021.!$%1.#'(0F!E.3!5'360F!94!132+0(:!%!0$%--!%2,3$3<#-(!632-;!3'-/!<(!20(42-!43+!,.(!$#,(0!,3!;+#7(!%+32';!#':!
%';!"!02**30(!32+!\.+#0,#%'!#',(+(0,0!;3'G,!&3!,.%,!4%+=!Z36(7(+:!6(!;#;!'3,(!,.(!*300#<#-#,/!34!,.(!$%'24%1,2+(!34!0$%--!(-($(',0!43+!13$*2,(+0!
#'!13$*-(,(-/!%2,3$%,#1!4%1,3+#(0:!13',%#'#'&!-%,.(0!%';!3,.(+!$%1.#'(!,33-0!%,!,.(!7(+/!0$%--!-(7(-=!A.(!0$%--!-%,.(!632-;!'3,!.%7(!,3!<(!
()%1,-/!-#5(!32+!<#&!-%,.(=!"!-(%7(!,3!/32+!#$%&#'%,#3'!,.(!#$*+37($(',!34!,.(!;(0#&'!,3!,%5(!42--!%;7%',%&(!34!,.(!*+3*(+,#(0!34!,.#'&0!3'!%!0$%--!
01%-(:!%';!#'!021.!%!6%/!,.%,!,.(!42--/!%2,3$%,#1!%0*(1,!632-;!<(!(%0#(0,!,3!$%'%&(=!!

K!4+#(';!34!$#'(!CK-<(+,!]=!Z#<<0H!02&&(0,0!%!7(+/!#',(+(0,#'&!*300#<#-#,/!43+!+(-%,#7(-/!0$%--!$%1.#'(0=!Z(!0%/0!,.%,:!%-,.32&.!#,!#0!%!7(+/!6#-;!
#;(%:!#,!632-;!<(!#',(+(0,#'&!#'!02+&(+/!#4!/32!132-;!06%--36!,.(!02+&(3'=!h32!*2,!,.(!$(1.%'#1%-!02+&(3'!#'0#;(!,.(!<-33;!7(00(-!%';!#,!&3(0!
#',3!,.(!.(%+,!%';!DD-3350GG!%+32';=!C94!132+0(!,.(!#'43+$%,#3'!.%0!,3!<(!4(;!32,=H!",!4#';0!32,!6.#1.!7%-7(!#0!,.(!4%2-,/!3'(!%';!,%5(0!%!-#,,-(!5'#4(!
%';!0-#1(0!#,!32,=!9,.(+!0$%--!$%1.#'(0!$#&.,!<(!*(+$%'(',-/!#'13+*3+%,(;!#'!,.(!<3;/!,3!%00#0,!03$(!#'%;(B2%,(-/I42'1,#3'#'&!3+&%'=!!

e36!13$(0!,.(!#',(+(0,#'&!B2(0,#3'a!Z36!;3!6(!$%5(!021.!%!,#'/!$(1.%'#0$F!"!-(%7(!,.%,!,3!/32=!Z36(7(+:!-(,!$(!02&&(0,!3'(!6(#+;!
*300#<#-#,/=!h32!5'36:!#'!,.(!%,3$#1!('(+&/!*-%',0!,.(/!.%7(!$%,(+#%-0!%';!$%1.#'(0!,.%,!,.(/!1%'G,!.%';-(!;#+(1,-/!<(1%20(!,.(/!.%7(!<(13$(!
+%;#3%1,#7(=!A3!2'01+(6!'2,0!%';!*2,!3'!<3-,0!%';!03!3':!,.(/!.%7(!%!0(,!34!$%0,(+!%';!0-%7(!.%';0:!03!,.%,!</!3*(+%,#'&!%!0(,!34!-(7(+0!.(+(:!/32!
13',+3-!,.(!DD.%';0GG!,.(+(:!%';!1%'!,2+'!,.($!,.#0!6%/!%';!,.%,!03!/32!1%'!.%';-(!,.#'&0!B2#,(!'#1(-/=!!

`30,!34!,.(0(!;(7#1(0!%+(!%1,2%--/!$%;(!+%,.(+!0#$*-/:!#'!,.%,!,.(+(!#0!%!*%+,#12-%+!1%<-(:!-#5(!%!$%+#3'(,,(!0,+#'&:!,.%,!&3(0!;#+(1,-/!4+3$!,.(!
13',+3-0!,3!,.(!DD.%';0=GG!@2,:!34!132+0(:!,.#'&0!%-03!.%7(!<(('!$%;(!20#'&!0(+73!$3,3+0:!03!,.%,!,.(!13''(1,#3'!<(,6(('!,.(!3'(!,.#'&!%';!,.(!
3,.(+!#0!(-(1,+#1%-!+%,.(+!,.%'!$(1.%'#1%-=!E.('!/32!,2+'!,.(!-(7(+0:!,.(/!,2+'!%!0(+73!$3,3+:!%';!#,!1.%'&(0!,.(!(-(1,+#1%-!12++(',0!#'!,.(!6#+(0:!
6.#1.!+(*30#,#3'0!%!$3,3+!%,!,.(!3,.(+!(';=!!

e36:!"!6%',!,3!<2#-;!$21.!,.(!0%$(!;(7#1(III%!$%0,(+I0-%7(!0/0,($!6.#1.!3*(+%,(0!(-(1,+#1%--/=!@2,!"!6%',!,.(!0-%7(0!,3!<(!$%;(!(0*(1#%--/!
1%+(42--/!</!$3;(+'!-%+&(I01%-(!$%1.#'#0,0!03!,.%,!,.(/!%+(!3'(I432+,.!,.(!01%-(!34!,.(!DD.%';0GG!,.%,!/32!3+;#'%+#-/!$%'(27(+=!>3!/32!.%7(!%!
01.($(!</!6.#1.!/32!1%'!;3!,.#'&0!%,!3'(I!B2%+,(+!01%-(!%'/6%/III,.(!-#,,-(!0(+73!$3,3+0!6#,.!-#,,-(!.%';0!*-%/!6#,.!-#,,-(!'2,0!%';!<3-,0N!,.(/!
;+#--!-#,,-(!.3-(0N!,.(/!%+(!432+!,#$(0!0$%--(+=!K.%[!>3!"!$%'24%1,2+(!%!B2%+,(+I0#L(!-%,.(N!"!$%'24%1,2+(!B2%+,(+I0#L(!,33-0N!%';!"!$%5(:!%,!,.(!
3'(IB2%+,(+!01%-(:!0,#--!%'3,.(+!0(,!34!.%';0!%&%#'!+(-%,#7(-/!3'(IB2%+,(+!0#L([!A.#0!#0!3'(I0#),((',.!0#L(:!4+3$!$/!*3#',!34!7#(6=!K';!%4,(+!"!
4#'#0.!;3#'&!,.#0!"!6#+(!;#+(1,-/!4+3$!$/!-%+&(I01%-(!0/0,($:!,.+32&.!,+%'043+$(+0!*(+.%*0:!,3!,.(!3'(I0#),((',.I0#L(!0(+73!$3,3+0=!A.20!"!1%'!
'36!$%'#*2-%,(!,.(!3'(I0#),((',.!0#L(!.%';0=!!

E(--:!/32!&(,!,.(!*+#'1#*-(!4+3$!,.(+(!3'=!",!#0!+%,.(+!%!;#44#12-,!*+3&+%$:!<2,!#,!#0!%!*300#<#-#,/=!h32!$#&.,!0%/!,.%,!3'(!1%'!&3!$21.!4%+,.(+!#'!
3'(!0,(*!,.%'!4+3$!3'(!,3!432+=!94!132+0(:!,.#0!.%0!%--!,3!<(!;(0#&'(;!7(+/!1%+(42--/!%';!#,!#0!'3,!'(1(00%+/!0#$*-/!,3!$%5(!#,!-#5(!.%';0=!"4!/32!
,.32&.,!34!#,!7(+/!1%+(42--/:!/32!132-;!*+3<%<-/!%++#7(!%,!%!$21.!<(,,(+!0/0,($!43+!;3#'&!021.!,.#'&0=!!

"4!/32!63+5!,.+32&.!%!*%',3&+%*.:!(7('!,3;%/:!/32!1%'!&(,!$21.!$3+(!,.%'!%!4%1,3+!34!432+!#'!(7('!3'(!0,(*=!@2,!/32!1%'G,!63+5!;#+(1,-/!
,.+32&.!%!*%',3&+%*.!6.#1.!$%5(0!%!0$%--(+!*%',3&+%*.!6.#1.!,.('!$%5(0!%!0$%--(+!*%',3&+%*.III<(1%20(!34!,.(!-330('(00!34!,.(!.3-(0!%';!
,.(!#++(&2-%+#,#(0!34!13'0,+21,#3'=!A.(!(';!34!,.(!*%',3&+%*.!6#&&-(0!6#,.!%!+(-%,#7(-/!&+(%,(+!#++(&2-%+#,/!,.%'!,.(!#++(&2-%+#,/!6#,.!6.#1.!/32!
$37(!/32+!.%';0=!"'!&3#'&!;36'!,.#0!01%-(:!"!632-;!4#';!,.(!(';!34!,.(!*%',3&+%*.!3'!,.(!(';!34!,.(!*%',3&+%*.!3'!,.(!(';!34!,.(!*%',3&+%*.!
0.%5#'&!03!<%;-/!,.%,!#,!6%0'G,!;3#'&!%'/,.#'&!0('0#<-(!%,!%--=!!

K,!(%1.!0,%&(:!#,!#0!'(1(00%+/!,3!#$*+37(!,.(!*+(1#0#3'!34!,.(!%**%+%,20=!"4:!43+!#'0,%'1(:!.%7#'&!$%;(!%!0$%--!-%,.(!6#,.!%!*%',3&+%*.:!6(!4#';!
#,0!-(%;!01+(6!#++(&2-%+III$3+(!#++(&2-%+!,.%'!,.(!-%+&(I01%-(!3'(III6(!132-;!-%*!,.(!-(%;!01+(6!%&%#'0,!<+(%5%<-(!'2,0!,.%,!/32!1%'!+(7(+0(!#'!,.(!
202%-!6%/!<%15!%';!43+,.!2',#-!,.#0!-(%;!01+(6!#0:!%,!#,0!01%-(:!%0!%112+%,(!%0!32+!3+#&#'%-!-(%;!01+(60:!%,!32+!01%-(=!!

E(!1%'!$%5(!4-%,0!</!+2<<#'&!2'4-%,!02+4%1(0!#'!,+#*-#1%,(0!,3&(,.(+III#'!,.+((!*%#+0III%';!,.(!4-%,0!,.('!<(13$(!4-%,,(+!,.%'!,.(!,.#'&!/32!0,%+,(;!
6#,.=!A.20:!#,!#0!'3,!#$*300#<-(!,3!#$*+37(!*+(1#0#3'!3'!%!0$%--!01%-(!</!,.(!13++(1,!3*(+%,#3'0=!>3:!6.('!6(!<2#-;!,.#0!0,244:!#,!#0!'(1(00%+/!%,!
(%1.!0,(*!,3!#$*+37(!,.(!%112+%1/!34!,.(!(B2#*$(',!</!63+5#'&!43+!%6.#-(!;36'!,.(+(:!$%5#'&!%112+%,(!-(%;!01+(60:!i3.%'0('!<-3150:!%';!%--!
,.(!3,.(+!$%,(+#%-0!6.#1.!6(!20(!#'!%112+%,(!$%1.#'(!63+5!%,!,.(!.#&.(+!-(7(-=!E(!.%7(!,3!0,3*!%,!(%1.!-(7(-!%';!$%'24%1,2+(!%--!,.(!0,244!,3!&3!
,3!,.(!'(),!-(7(-III%!7(+/!-3'&!%';!7(+/!;#44#12-,!*+3&+%$=!?(+.%*0!/32!1%'!4#&2+(!%!<(,,(+!6%/!,.%'!,.%,!,3!&(,!;36'!,3!0$%--!01%-(!$3+(!+%*#;-/=

h(,:!%4,(+!%--!,.#0:!/32!.%7(!Y20,!&3,!3'(!-#,,-(!<%</!-%,.(!432+!,.320%';!,#$(0!0$%--(+!,.%'!202%-=!@2,!6(!6(+(!,.#'5#'&!34!$%5#'&!%'!('3+$320!
13$*2,(+:!6.#1.!6(!6(+(!&3#'&!,3!<2#-;!</!;+#--#'&!.3-(0!3'!,.#0!-%,.(!,3!$%5(!-#,,-(!6%0.(+0!43+!,.(!13$*2,(+=!Z36!$%'/!6%0.(+0!1%'!/32!
$%'24%1,2+(!3'!,.#0!3'(!-%,.(F!!
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?$680%'&%$)(0;$6,0%*!

E.('!"!$%5(!$/!4#+0,!0(,!34!0-%7(!DD.%';0GG!%,!3'(I432+,.!01%-(:!"!%$!&3#'&!,3!$%5(!,('!0(,0=!"!$%5(!,('!0(,0!34!DD.%';0:GG!%';!"!6#+(!,.($!,3!$/!
3+#&#'%-!-(7(+0!03!,.(/!(%1.!;3!()%1,-/!,.(!0%$(!,.#'&!%,!,.(!0%$(!,#$(!#'!*%+%--(-=!e36:!6.('!"!%$!$%5#'&!$/!'(6!;(7#1(0!3'(IB2%+,(+!%&%#'!
%0!0$%--:!"!-(,!(%1.!3'(!$%'24%1,2+(!,('!13*#(0:!03!,.%,!"!632-;!.%7(!%!.2';+(;!DD.%';0GG!%,!,.(!QVQS,.!0#L(=!

E.(+(!%$!"!&3#'&!,3!*2,!,.(!$#--#3'!-%,.(0!,.%,!"!%$!&3#'&!,3!.%7(F!E./:!,.(+(!#0!'3,.#'&!,3!#,N!,.(!73-2$(!#0!$21.!-(00!,.%'!,.%,!34!(7('!3'(!
42--I01%-(!-%,.(=!J3+!#'0,%'1(:!#4!"!$%;(!%!<#--#3'!-#,,-(!-%,.(0:!(%1.!QVbPPP!34!,.(!01%-(!34!%!+(&2-%+!-%,.(:!,.(+(!%+(!*-(',/!34!$%,(+#%-0!%';!0*%1(!
%7%#-%<-(!<(1%20(!#'!,.(!<#--#3'!-#,,-(!3'(0!,.(+(!#0!-(00!,.%'!O!*(+1(',!34!,.(!$%,(+#%-0!#'!3'(!<#&!-%,.(=!!

",!;3(0'G,!130,!%'/,.#'&!43+!$%,(+#%-0:!/32!0((=!>3!"!6%',!,3!<2#-;!%!<#--#3'!,#'/!4%1,3+#(0:!$3;(-0!34!(%1.!3,.(+:!6.#1.!%+(!$%'24%1,2+#'&!
0#$2-,%'(320-/:!;+#--#'&!.3-(0:!0,%$*#'&!*%+,0:!%';!03!3'=!!

K0!6(!&3!;36'!#'!0#L(:!,.(+(!%+(!%!'2$<(+!34!#',(+(0,#'&!*+3<-($0!,.%,!%+#0(=!K--!,.#'&0!;3!'3,!0#$*-/!01%-(!;36'!#'!*+3*3+,#3'=!A.(+(!#0!,.(!
*+3<-($!,.%,!$%,(+#%-0!0,#15!,3&(,.(+!</!,.(!$3-(12-%+!Cd%'!;(+!E%%-0H!%,,+%1,#3'0=!",!632-;!<(!-#5(!,.#0a!K4,(+!/32!.%7(!$%;(!%!*%+,!%';!/32!
2'01+(6!,.(!'2,!4+3$!%!<3-,:!#,!#0'G,!&3#'&!,3!4%--!;36'!<(1%20(!,.(!&+%7#,/!#0'G,!%**+(1#%<-(N!#,!632-;!(7('!<(!.%+;!,3!&(,!#,!344!,.(!<3-,=!",!632-;!
<(!-#5(!,.30(!3-;!$37#(0!34!%!$%'!6#,.!.#0!.%';0!42--!34!$3-%00(0:!,+/#'&!,3!&(,!+#;!34!%!&-%00!34!6%,(+=!A.(+(!6#--!<(!0(7(+%-!*+3<-($0!34!,.#0!
'%,2+(!,.%,!6(!6#--!.%7(!,3!<(!+(%;/!,3!;(0#&'!43+=!!

@&,'',0:(0:$)6&$,)"+*!

@2,!"!%$!'3,!%4+%#;!,3!13'0#;(+!,.(!4#'%-!B2(0,#3'!%0!,3!6.(,.(+:!2-,#$%,(-/III#'!,.(!&+(%,!42,2+(III6(!1%'!%++%'&(!,.(!%,3$0!,.(!6%/!6(!6%',N!
,.(!7(+/!&)(34:!%--!,.(!6%/!;36'[!E.%,!632-;!.%**('!#4!6(!132-;!%++%'&(!,.(!%,3$0!3'(!</!3'(!,.(!6%/!6(!6%',!,.($!C6#,.#'!+(%03':!34!
132+0(N!/32!1%'G,!*2,!,.($!03!,.%,!,.(/!%+(!1.($#1%--/!2'0,%<-(:!43+!()%$*-(H=!

f*!,3!'36:!6(!.%7(!<(('!13',(',!,3!;#&!#'!,.(!&+32';!,3!4#';!$#'(+%-0=!E(!.(%,!,.($!%';!6(!;3!,.#'&0!3'!%!-%+&(!01%-(!6#,.!,.($:!%';!6(!.3*(!
,3!&(,!%!*2+(!02<0,%'1(!6#,.!Y20,!03!$21.!#$*2+#,/:!%';!03!3'=!@2,!6(!$20,!%-6%/0!%11(*,!03$(!%,3$#1!%++%'&($(',!,.%,!'%,2+(!&#7(0!20=!E(!
.%7('G,!&3,!%'/,.#'&:!0%/:!6#,.!%!DD1.(15(+<3%+;GG!%++%'&($(',:!6#,.!,.(!#$*2+#,/!%,3$0!()%1,-/!%++%'&(;!Q:PPP!%'&0,+3$0!%*%+,:!3+!#'!03$(!
3,.(+!*%+,#12-%+!*%,,(+'=!!

E.%,!132-;!6(!;3!6#,.!-%/(+(;!0,+21,2+(0!6#,.!Y20,!,.(!+#&.,!-%/(+0F!E.%,!632-;!,.(!*+3*(+,#(0!34!$%,(+#%-0!<(!#4!6(!132-;!+(%--/!%++%'&(!,.(!
%,3$0!,.(!6%/!6(!6%',!,.($F!A.(/!632-;!<(!7(+/!#',(+(0,#'&!,3!#'7(0,#&%,(!,.(3+(,#1%--/=!"!1%'G,!0((!()%1,-/!6.%,!632-;!.%**(':!<2,!"!1%'!
.%+;-/!;32<,!,.%,!6.('!6(!.%7(!03$(!%('),(1!34!,.(!%++%'&($(',!34!,.#'&0!3'!%!0$%--!01%-(!6(!6#--!&(,!%'!('3+$320-/!&+(%,(+!+%'&(!34!*300#<-(!
*+3*(+,#(0!,.%,!02<0,%'1(0!1%'!.%7(:!%';!34!;#44(+(',!,.#'&0!,.%,!6(!1%'!;3=!!

\3'0#;(+:!43+!()%$*-(:!%!*#(1(!34!$%,(+#%-!#'!6.#1.!6(!$%5(!-#,,-(!13#-0!%';!13';('0(+0!C3+!,.(#+!03-#;!0,%,(!%'%-3&0H!Q:PPP!3+!QP:PPP!%'&0,+3$0!
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LONG JOURNEY INTO TUNNELING

Nobel Lecture, December 12, 1973

by

L EO E SAKI

IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N.Y., USA

I. H ISTORICAL B A C K G R O U N D

In 1923, during the infancy of the quantum theory, de Broglie (1) intro-
duced a new fundamental hypothesis that matter may be endowed with a
dualistic nature - particles may also have the characteristics of waves. This
hypothesis, in the hands of Schrodinger (2) found expression in the definite
form now known as the Schrödinger wave equation, whereby an electron or a
particle is assumed to be represented by a solution to this equation. The
continuous nonzero nature of such solutions, even in classically forbidden
regions of negative kinetic energy, implies an ability to penetrate such for-
bidden regions and a probability of tunneling from one classically allowed
region to another. The concept of tunneling, indeed, arises from this quan-
tum-mechanical result. The subsequent experimental manifestations of this
concept can be regarded as one of the early triumphs of the quantum theory.

In 1928, theoretical physicists believed that tunneling could occur by the
distortion, lowering or thinning, of a potential barrier under an externally
applied high electric field. Oppenheimer (3) attributed the autoionization of
excited states of atomic hydrogen to the tunnel effect: The coulombic poten-
tial well which binds an atomic electron could be distorted by a strong electric
field so that the electron would see a finite potential barrier through which
it could tunnel.

Fowler and Nordheim (4) explained, on the basis of electron tunneling, the
main features of the phenomenon of electron emission from cold metals by
high external electric fields, which had been unexplained since its observa-
tion by Lilienfeld (5) in 1922. They proposed a one-dimensional model.
Metal electrons are confined by a potential wall whose height is determined
by the work function ! plus the fermi energy E f, and the wall thickness is
substantillay decreased with an externally applied high electric field, allowing
electrons to tunnel through the potential wall, as shown in Fig. 1. They
successfully derived the well-known Fowler-Nordheim formula for the current
as a function of electric field F:

An application of these ideas which followed almost immediately came in
the model for a decay as a tunneling process put forth by Gamow (6) and
Gurney and Condon. (7) Subsequently, Rice (8) extended this theory to the
description of molecular dissociation.
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The next important development was an attempt to invoke tunneling in or-
der to understand transport properties of electrical contacts between two sol-
id conductors. The problems of metal-to-metal and semiconductor-to-metal
contacts are important technically, because they are directly related to electri-
cal switches and rectifiers or detectors.

In 1930, Frenkel (9) proposed that the anomalous temperature indepen-
dence of contact resistance between metals could be explained in terms of
tunneling across a narrow vacuum separation. Holm and Meissner (10)
then did careful measurements of contact resistances and showed that the
magnitude and temperature independence of the resistance of insulating sur-
face layers were in agreement with an explanation based on tunneling through
a vacuum-like space. These measurements probably constitute the first cor-
rectly interpreted observations of tunneling currents in solids, (11) since the
vacuum-like space was a solid insulating oxide layer.

In 1932, Wilson, (12) Frenkel and Joffe, (13) and Nordheim (14) applied
quantum mechanical tunneling to the interpretation of metal-semiconductor
contacts - rectifiers such as those made from selenium or cuprous oxide. From
a most simplified energy diagram, shown in Fig. 2, the following well-known
current-voltage relationship was derived:

Apparently, this theory was accepted for a number of years until it was finally
discarded after it was realized that it predicted rectification in the wrong di-
rection for the ordinary practical diodes. It is now clear that, in the usual
circumstance, the surface barriers found by the semiconductors in contact
with metals, as illustrated in Fig. 2, are much too thick to observe tunneling
current. There existed a general tendency in those early days of quantum
mechanics to try to explain any unusual effects in terms of tunneling. In
many cases, however, conclusive experimental evidence of tunneling was lack-
ing, primarily because of the rudimentary stage of material science.

In 1934, the development of the energy-band theory of solids prompted
Zener (15) to propose interband tunneling, or internal field emission, as an
explanation for dielectric breakdown. He calculated the rate of transitions
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semiconductor

Fig. 2. Early model of metal-semicon-
ductor rectifiers.

from a filled band to a next-higher unfilled band by the application of an
electric field. In effect, he showed that an energy gap could be treated in the
manner of a potential barrier. This approach was refined by Houston (16)
in 1940. The Zener mechanism in dielectric breakdown, however, has never
been proved to be important in reality. If a high electric field is applied to
the bulk crystal of a dielectric or a semiconductor, avalanche breakdown
(electron-hole pair generation) generally precedes tunneling, and thus the
field never reaches a critical value for tunneling.

II. T U N N E L  D I O D E

Around 1950, the technology of Ge p-n junction diodes, being basic to
transistors, was developed, and efforts were made to understand the junction
properties. In explaining the reverse-bias characteristic, McAfee et al. (17)
applied a modified Zener theory and asserted that low-voltage breakdown in,
Ge diodes (specifically, they showed a 10-V breakdown) resulted from inter-
band tunneling from the valence band in the p-type region to the empty con-
duction band in the n-type region. The work of McAfee et al. inspired a
number of other investigations of breakdown in p-n junctions. Results of those
later studies (18) indicated that most Ge junctions broke down by avalanche,
but by that time the name “Zener diodes” had already been given to the
low-breakdown Si diodes., Actually, these diodes are almost always avalanche
diodes. In 1957, Chynoweth and McKay (19) examined Si junctions of
low-voltage breakdown and claimed that they had finally observed tunneling.
In this circumstance, in 1956, I initiated the investigation of interband tunnel-
ing or internal field emission in semiconductor diodes primarily to scrutinize
the elctronic structure of narrow (width) p-n junctions. This information,
at the time, was also important from a technological point of view.

The built-in field distribution in p-n junctions is determined by the profile
of impurities - donors and acceptors. If both the impurity distributions are
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Fig. 4. Semilog plots of current-voltage characteristics in a tunnel diode, where
N

A
~ 5 x 1019c m-3 and ND ~ 1.8 x 1019c m-3.

are degenerate, that is, the fermi energies are located well inside the conduc-
tion or valence band.

In this study, we first obtained a backward diode which was more conduc-
tive in the reverse direction than in the forward direction. In this respect it
agreed with the rectification direction predicted by the previously-mentioned
old tunneling rectifier theory. The calculated junction width at zero bias was
approximately 200Å, which was confirmed by capacitance measurements. In
this junction, the possiblity of an avalanche was completely excluded because
the breakdown occurs at much less than the threshold voltage for electron-
hole pair production. The current-voltage characteristic at room temperature
indicated not only that the major current-flow mechanism was convincingly
tunneling in the reverse direction but also that tunneling might be responsible
for current flow even in the low-voltage range of the forward direction. When
the unit was cooled, we saw, for the first time, a negative resistance, appear-
ing, as shown in Fig. 3. By further narrowing the junction width (thereby
further decreasing the tunneling path), through a further increase in the
doping level, the negative resistance was clearly seen at all temperatures, as
shown in Fig. 4. (20)

The characteristic was analyzed in terms of interband tunneling. In the
tunneling process, if it is elastic, the electron energy will be conserved. Figures
5 (a), (b), (c), and (d) show the energy diagrams of the tunnel diode at
zero bias and with applied voltages, VI, E’s, and V3, respectively. As the bias
is increased up to the voltage Vi, the interband tunnel current continues to
increase, as shown by an arrow in Fig. 5 (b). However, as the conduction
band in the n-type side becomes uncrossed with the valence band in the p-type
side, with further increase in applied voltages, as shown in Fig. 5 (c), the
current decreases because of the lack of allowed states of corresponding ener-
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Fig. 5. Energy diagrams at varying bias-conditions in the tunnel diode.

Fig. 6. Current-voltage characteristics in a Si tunnel diode at 4.2, 80 and 298 K.
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gies for tunneling. When the voltage reaches V2, or higher, the normal diffu-
sion (or thermal) current will dominate as in the case of the usual p-n diode.
Semiconductor materials other than Ge were quickly explored to obtain tun-
nel diodes: Si, InSb, GaAs, InAs, PbTe, GaSb, SiC, etc.

In our early study of the Si tunnel diode, (21) a surprisingly fine structure
was found in the current-voltage curve at 4.2 K, indicating the existence of
inelastic tunneling, as shown in Fig. 6. We were impressed with the fact that
four voltages at the singularities shown in the figure agreed almost exactly
with four characteristic energies due to acoustic and optical phonons, obtained
from the optical absorption spectra (22) and also derived from the analysis
of intrinsic recombination radiation (23) in pure silicon. The analysis of
tunneling current in detail reveals not only the electronic states in the systems
involved, but also the interactions of tunneling electrons with phonons, pho-
tons, plasmons, or even vibrational modes of molecular species in barriers.
(24) As a result of the rich amount of information which can be obtained
from a study of tunneling processes, a field called tunneling spectroscopy has
emerged.

III. N EGATIVE R ESISTANCE IN M E T A L- OX I D E- SE M I C O N D U C T O R  JU N C T I O N S

This talk, however, is not intended as a comprehensive review of the many
theoretical and experimental investigations of tunneling, which is available
elsewhere. (25) Instead, I would like to focus on only one aspect for the rest
of the talk: negative resistance phenomena in semiconductors which can be
observed in novel tunnel structures.

Differential negative resistance occurs only in particular circumstances,
where the total number of tunneling electrons transmitted across a barrier
structure per second decreases, rather than increases as in the usual case,
with an increase in applied voltage. The negative resistance phenomena them-
selves are not only important in solid-state electronics because of possible
signal amplification, but also shed light on some fundamental aspects of tun-
neling.

Before proceeding to the main subject, I would like to briefly outline the
independent-electron theory of tunneling. (26) In tunneling, we usually deal
with a one-dimensional potential barrier V(x). The transmission coefficient
D for such a barrier is defined as the ratio of the intensity of the transmitted
electron wave to that of the incident wave. The most common approximation
for D is the use of the semiclassical WKB form

where E x is the kinetic energy in the direction normal to the barrier, and
the quantities x1 and x2 are the classical turning points of an electron of energy
E x at the edges of the potential barrier. If the boundary regions are sharp,
we first construct wave functions by matching values of functions as well as



Fig. 7. Current-voltage characteristics in SnTe and GeTe tunnel junctions at 4.2 K.

their derivatives at each boundary, then calculate the transmission coefficient
D.

The tunneling expression should include two basic conservation laws:
1) Conservation of the total electron energy; and 2) Conservation of the com-
ponent of the electron wave vector parallel to the plane of the junction. The
velocity of an incident electron associated with a state of wave number k x

is given by l/h aE/ak, in a one-particle approximation. Then, the tunnel-
ing current per unit area is written by

where f is the fermi distribution function or occupation probability, and E and
E’ are the energy of the incident electron and that of the transmitted one,
respectively. The front factor 2/(2") 3 comes from the fact that the volume
of a state occupied by two electrons of the opposite spin is (2")3 in the wave-
vector space for a unit volume crystal.

The previously-mentioned tunnel diode is probably the first structure in
which the negative resistance effect was observed. But, now, I will demon-
strate that a similar characteristic can be obtained in a metal-oxide-semi-
conductor tunnel junction, (27) where the origin of the negative resistance
is quite different from that in the tunnel diode. The semiconductors involved
here (SnTe and GeTe) are rather unusual-more metallic than semicon-
ducting; both of them are nonstoichiometric and higly p-type owing to high
concentrations of Sn or Ge vacancies with typical carrier concentrations about
8 x 1020 and 2 x 1020c m-3, respectively. The tunnel junctions were prepared
by evaporating SnTe or GeTe onto an oxidized evaporated stripe of Al on
quartz or sapphire substrates. In contrast to the p-n junction diodes, all ma-
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semi -
conductor metal

Fig, 8. Energy diagrams at varying bias-conditions in Al-Al2O3)SnTe or-GeTe tunnel
junctions.

terials involved in these junctions are polycrystalline, although the Al oxide
is possibly amorphous.

Figure 7 illustrates the current-voltage curves at 4.2 K of typical SnTe and
GeTe junctions and Fig. 8 shows their energy diagrams at zero bias, and at
applied voltages VI and V2 from the left to the right. As is the case in the
tunnel diode, until the bias voltage is increased such that the fermi level in
the metal side coincides with the top of the valence band in the semiconduc-
tor side (Fig. 8 (b) ), the tunnel current continues to increase. When the bias
voltage is further increased (Fig. 8 (c) ), however, the total number of empty
allowed states or holes in the degenerate p-type semiconductor is unchanged,
whereas the tunneling barrier height is raised, for instance from E B V 1 t o

E B V2 , resulting in a decrease in tunneling probability determined by the
exponential term, e-l , where R - 2d ( 2mEHv)li2/h,  and E BV and d are the
barrier height and width, respectively. Thus a negative resistance is ex-
hibited in the current-voltage curve. When the bias voltage becomes higher
than the level corresponding to the bottom of the conduction band in the
semiconductor, a new tunneling path from the metal to the conduction band
is opened and one sees the current again increasing with the voltage. The
rectification direction in this junction is again backward as is the case in the
tunnel diode.

We might add that, in this treatment, the tunneling exponent is assumed to
be determined only by the energy difference between the bottom of the con-
duction band in the oxide and the metal fermi energy. This assumption should
be valid because this energy difference is probably much smaller than that
between the top of the valence band in the oxide and the metal fermi energy.



Fig. 9. Energy diagrams at varying bias-conditions in a double-barrier tunnel junction,
indicating the resonant transmission in (b) and (d).

IV. N EGATIVE RESISTANCE DUE TO R E S O N A N T  T R A N S M I S S I O N

It has been known that there is a phenomenon called the resonant trans-
mission. Historically, resonant transmission was first demonstrated in the scat-
tering of electrons by atoms of noble gases and is known as the Ramsauer
effect. In many textbooks (28) on quantum mechanics, the resonant trans-
mission in tunneling or scattering is one of the more favored topics. In a
one-dimensional double potential barrier, (29) the narrow central potential
well has weakly-quantized (or quasi-stationary) bound states, of which the
energies are denoted by E 1 and E 2 in Fig. 9 (a). If the energy of incident
electrons coincides with these energies, the electrons may tunnel through both
barriers without any attenuation. As seen in Fig. 10 (two curves at V = 0),
the transmission coefficient reaches unity at the electron energy E = El o r
E2. Since E1 is a more strongly quantized state than E2, the resonance peak
at E1 is much sharper than that at E2. Although this sharpness depends upon
the barrier thickness, one can achieve at some energy a resonance condition
of 100%  transmission, whatever thickness is given to the two barriers.

This effect is quite intriguing because the transmission coefficient (or the
attenuation factor) for two barriers is usually thought of as the product of
two transmission coefficients, one for each barrier, resulting in a very small
value for overall transmission. The situation, however, is somewhat analogous
to the Fabry-Perot type interference filter in optics. The high transmissivity
arises because, for certain wavelengths, the reflected waves from inside inter-
fere destructively with the incident waves, so that only a transmitted wave
remains.
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This resonating condition can be extended to a periodic barrier structure.
In the Kronig-Penney model of a one-dimensional crystal which consists of a
series of equally-spaced potential barriers, it is well known that allowed bands
of perfect transmission are separated by forbidden bands of attenuation. These
one-dimensional mathematical problems can often be elegantly treated, lead-
ing to exact analytical solutions in textbooks of quantum mechanics. Many
of these problems, however, are considered to be pure mathematical fantasy,
Ear from reality.

We, recently, initiated an experimental project to materialize one-dimen-
sional potential barriers in monocrystalline semiconductors in order to ob-
serve the predicted quantum-mechanical effects. (30) We choose n-type GaAs
as a host semiconductor or a matrix in which potential barriers with the
height of a fraction of one electron volt are made by inserting thin layers of
G a1-r

.Al,As  or AlAs.  Because of the similar properties of the chemical
bond of Ga and Al together with their almost equal ion size, the introduction
of AlAs into GaAs makes the least disturbance to the quality of single crystals.
And yet the difference in the electronic structure between the two materials
makes a sharp potential barrier inside the host semiconductor. We prepare
the multi-layer structure with the technique of molecular beam epitaxy in
ultra-high vacuum environment. Precise control of thickness and composition
has been achieved by using a process control computer. (31)

With this facility, a double potential barrier structure has been prepared,
(32) in which the barrier height and width are about 0.4 eV and a few tens
of angstroms, respectively, and the width of the central well is as narrow
as 40-50Å. From these data, the first two energies, E1 and E2, of the weakly-
quantized states in the well are estimated to be 0.08 and 0.30 eV.

We have measured the current-voltage characteristic as well as the conduc-
tance dI/dV as a function of applied voltages in this double tunnel junction.
The results at 77 K are shown in Fig. 11, and they clearly indicate two singu-
larities in each polarity and even show a negative resistance around +0.8 volt
or -0.55 volt. The applied voltages at the singularities, averaged in both
polarities, are roughly twice as much as the calculated bound-state energies.
This general feature is not much different a 4.2 K, although no structure is
seen at room temperature.

The energy diagrams at zero bias and at applied voltages V1, V2 and V3

are shown in Fig. 9. The electron densities on both the left and right GaAs
sides are about 1018c m-3 which gives a fermi energy of 0.04 eV at zero
temperature. These electrons are considered to be classical free carriers with
the effective mass, m”, of which the kinetic energy E is given by

On the other hand, the electrons in the central well have the weakly-quantized
levels, El, E2, . . ., for motion in the x direction perpendicular to the walls
with a continuum for motion in the y-z  plane parallel to the walls. These
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Fig. 10. Transmission coefficient versus electron energy, indicating the resonant transmis-
sion.

electrons are nearly two-dimensional, which is to say the kinetic energy E is
given by

An approximation is made that the same electron effective mass, m*, exists
throughout the structure. Then an expression for the tunneling current in this
structure (33) can be derived in the framework of the previously-described

tunneling formalism in Eq. 2. Using aE/ak,  = aE,/ak,, 2nk,dk,  = dk,dk,
and T (temperature) = 0, the current is given by

(3)



Fig. 11. Current, I, and conductance, dI/dV, versus voltage curves in a double barrier
tunnel junction.

where V is the applied voltage, on which the transmission coefficient D(Ex)
depends. The above expression can be integrated over the transverse wave
number kt, giving

In both Eqs. 3 and 4, the second term is nonzero only for eV <Ef = 0.04
eV.

Now, the transmission coefficient D v ( Ex) can be derived for each ap-
plied voltage from wave functions which are constructed by matching their
values as well as derivatives at each boundary. Figure 10 shows one example
of calculated D as a function of the electron energy for applied voltages



Fig. 12. Construction of shadows of energy surfaces on two ky-kz planes corresponding
to two barriers.

between zero and 0.5 volt. The energy zero is taken at the bottom of the con-
duction band on the left as shown in Fig. 9. In this example, the well width
is taken to be 45Å and the barrier height 0.4 eV at zero bias. The square
shape for barriers and well is assumed for simplicity of calculation, although
they are actually trapezoidal at any applied voltage.

Referring to Figs. 9 and 10, both the absolute values and the positions in
energy for the maxima of the transmission coefficient decrease with increasing
applied voltages, the origin of energy being the conduction band edge for
the left outer GaAs layer. The current maxima occur at applied voltages such
that the electron energies on the left coincide with the bound-state energies,
as illustrated in Figs. 9 (b) and (d). This resonant transmission has been
experimentally verified as shown in Fig. 11. The transmission coefficient it-
self at this resonance, however, is appreciably less than unity as indicated in



Fig. 10, primarily because of the asymmetric nature of the potential profile
at applied voltages.

To gain an insight into this tunneling problem, particularly in view of the
transverse wave-vector conservation (specular tunneling), a representation in
the wave-vector space is useful and is shown in Fig. 12. Two ky-kz, planes
are shown parallel to the junction plane, corresponding to the two barriers.
Figures 12 (a) and (b) show two different bias-voltage conditions. First, the
Fermi sphere on the left is projected on the first screen, making a circle. A
similar projection, of the two-dimensional electrons in the central well which
have the same total energies as electrons in the Fermi sphere on the left at the
particular applied voltage, will form a circle (Fig. 12 (a) ), or a ring (Fig.
12 (b) ), depending upon the value of applied voltage. If the two projected
patterns have no overlap, there will be no specular tunneling current. The
situation on the right screen is slightly different, since an energy sphere on
the right, in which electrons have the same total energies as electrons in the
Fermi sphere on the left, is rather large; mereover, its size will be increased
as the applied voltage increases. Thus in this case the two projected patterns
always overlap. Figures 12 (a) and (b) correspond to the bias conditions
in Figs. 9 (b) and (c), respectively. With an increase in applied voltage from
V1 to V2, the current will decrease because of a disappearance of overlapping
regions, thereby causing a negative resistance. Since the current density is
dependent upon the half-width of the resonant peaks shown in Fig. 10, we
have observed a clear negative resistance associated with the second bound-
state which is not swamped by possible excess currents arising for a variety
of reasons.

V. PERIODIC STRUCTURE -SUPERLATTICE

The natural extension of double barriers will be to construct a series of tunnel
junctions by a periodic variation of alloy composition. (30) By using the same
facilities for computer-controlled molecular beam epitaxy, we tried to pre-
pare a Kronig-Penney type one-dimensional periodic structure-a man-made
superlattice with a period of 100Å. (31) The materials used here are again
GaAs and AlAs or Gal _ .Al,As.

The composition profile of such a structure (34) has been verified by the
simultaneous use of ion sputter-etching of the specimen surface and Auger
electron spectroscopy and is shown in Fig. 13. The amplitudes of the Al
Auger signals serve as a measure of Al concentration near the surface within
a sampling depth of only 10Å or so. The damping of the oscillatory behavior
evident in the experimental data is not due to thermal diffusion or other
reasons but due to a surface-roughening effect or non-uniformity in the sput-
ter-etching process. The actual profile, therefore, is believed to be one which
is illustrated by the solid line in Fig. 13. This is certainly one of the highest
resolution structures ever built in monocrystalline semiconductors.

It should be recognized that the period of this superlattice is ~ 100Å--still
large in comparison with the crystal lattice constant. If this period 1, how-
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Fig. 13. Composition profile of a superlattice structure measured by a combination of
ion sputter-etching and Auger electron spectroscopy.

Fig. 14. Current-voltage characteristic at room temperature of a 70Å-period, GaAs-
Ga0,5Al0,5As superlattice.



ever, is still shorter than the electron mean free path, a series of narrow
allowed and forbidden bands is expected, due to the subdivision of the original
Brillouin zone into a series of minizones. If the electron scattering time #,
and an applied electric field F, meet a threshold condition: eFzL/h  > 1 ,
the combined effect of the narrow energy band and the narrow wave-vector
zone makes it possible for electrons to be excited beyond an inflection point
in the energy-wave vector relation. This would result in a negative resistance
for electrical transport in the direction of the superlattice. This can be seen in
another way. The de Broglie wavelength of conduction electrons having an
energy of, for instance, 0.03 eV in n-type GaAs (the effective mass ~ 0.1 m).
is of the order of 200Å. Therefore, an interaction of these electron waves with
the Kronig-Penney type potential with a period of 100Å can be expected, and
will give rise to a nonlinear transport property.

We have begun to observe such current-voltage characteristic as shown in
Fig. 14. The observed negative resistance may be interesting not only from
the scientific aspect but also from a practical viewpoint because one can ex-
pect, at least theoretically, that the upper limit of operating frequencies would
be higher than that for any known semiconductor devices.

VI. C O N C L U S I O N

I am, of course, deeply aware of important contributions made by many col-

leagues and my friends throughout this long journey. The subject of Section
II was carried out when I was in Japan and all the rest (35) has been per-
formed in the United States of America. Since my journey into tunneling is
still continuing, I do not come to any conclusions in this talk. However, I
would like to point out that many high barriers exist in this world: Barriers
between nations, races and creeds. Unfortunately, some barriers are thick
and strong. But I hope, with determination, we will find a way to tunnel
through these barriers easily and freely, to bring the world together so that
everyone can share in the legacy of Alfred Nobel.
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Controlled fabrication of metallic electrodes with atomic separation
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We report a technique for fabricating metallic electrodes on insulating substrates with separations on
the 1 nm scale. The fabrication technique, which combines lithographic and electrochemical
methods, provides atomic resolution without requiring sophisticated instrumentation. The process is
simple, controllable, reversible, and robust, allowing rapid fabrication of electrode pairs with high
yield. We expect the method to prove useful in interfacing molecular-scale structures to
macroscopic probes and electronic devices. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
�S0003-6951�99�04614-8�

Rapid advances in the ability to manipulate1–3 and
measure4–7 matter at the level of single atoms and molecules
suggest that future technology may allow the fabrication of
electronic devices whose core consists of one or a few mol-
ecules. This possibility offers important technological advan-
tages beyond a simple reduction in size, as single molecules
can be designed and synthesized to perform a variety of spe-
cific electronic functions including molecular switches,8
rectifiers,9 magnetic and optically bistable systems,10 and
even molecular transistors,11 allowing electronic functional-
ity to be incorporated into chemical synthesis. However,
what currently limits the systematic investigation of
nanometer-scale electronic elements as well as their use as a
viable technology �i.e., molecular electronics12� is the ab-
sence of a simple means of interfacing very small objects
such as single molecules to macroscopic structures and de-
vices.

At present, experiments probing the electrical properties
of single atoms or molecules require either sophisticated
techniques based on scanning probe microscopy, or special
contacting schemes which often limit experimental flexibil-
ity. The latter is illustrated by the clever recent experiments
measuring the electrical conductance of benzene–dithiol
molecules using mechanical break junctions to provide two
metallic contacts.13 This approach works well but is not
readily adapted to include electrostatic gates, a feature that
would broaden the experimental possibilities. On the other
hand, even the best conventional lithographic methods14 can-
not controllably produce electrodes separated by a few na-
nometers or less, which are necessary to contact most mol-
ecules of interest.

In this letter, we report a technique that readily allows
the fabrication of pairs of metallic electrodes with atomic
scale separation on an insulating substrate. The crucial inno-
vation of this technique, which is based on standard lithog-
raphy combined with electrochemical deposition, is active
monitoring and control of the separation between electrodes
during the fabrication process. The simplicity and robust-
ness of the technique suggests that large-scale implementa-

tion for the purpose of nanoelectronic device fabrication
should be possible.

The technique involves two main steps, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. First, metallic electrodes are prepared using conven-
tional microfabrication �Fig. 1�a��. The separation between
electrodes at this stage is not critical. In the second step,
metal is electrodeposited on top of the existing pattern from
an electrolyte solution �Fig. 1�b��. This results in an increase
in the size of the electrodes, and hence a decrease in their
separation �Fig. 1�c��. By measuring the electrical resistance
between the two electrodes, we are able to monitor their
separation once this distance becomes very small. In prac-
tice, monitoring the resistance signal allows controlled depo-
sition with atomic-scale resolution. The process can be re-
versed to controllably widen gaps with similar accuracy. In
fact, one can deposit until the electrodes are in contact and
subsequently electrodissolve the metal to reopen the gap.

Examples of electrode pairs fabricated by this technique
are shown in Fig. 2. Coarsely spaced Ti/Au �15 nm/35 nm�
electrodes were patterned on a thermally oxidized silicon
substate electron-beam lithography and liftoff. Initial spac-
ings were in the range 50–400 nm. Samples were then
placed in an aqueous solution consisting of 0.01 M potas-
sium cyanaurate �KAu�CN�2� , and a buffer �pH 10� com-
posed of 1 M potassium bicarbonate (KHCO3) and 0.2 M
potassium hydroxide. In the deposition reaction, the cyanau-

a�Electronic mail: cmarcus@stanford.edu

FIG. 1. Fabrication of nanoelectrodes consists of two main steps: �a� Elec-
trodes with large separation are fabricated by conventional lithography. �b�
Metal is electrodeposited onto the electrodes, reducing their separation. Vdc
controls electrodeposition while Vac is used to monitor the conductance and
thus the separation between the electrodes. Reversing Vdc allows material to
be removed rather than deposited. �c� When deposition is stopped before the
electrodes touch, separations on the 1 nm scale are obtained reproducibly.
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rate ion accepts an electron from the electrode and liberates
the cyanide ligands, leaving a neutral gold atom at the sur-
face. A gold pellet, 2–3 mm in diameter, was immersed in
the solution to act as a counterelectrode. Thin gold wires �25
�m diam, with �3–4 mm of length in contact with the so-
lution� were used to connect the patterned electrodes and the
counterelectrode to the electrical circuit shown in Fig. 1�b�.
The complete circuit simultaneously serves to drive the elec-
trodeposition process as well as monitor the interelectrode
resistance.

During electrodeposition, a voltage bias of �0.5 to �0.6
V was applied to both electrodes relative to the counterelec-
trode, inducing a deposition current of 2–3 �A, resulting in
gold plating at a lateral rate of �1 Å/s. A number of values
for the deposition current were used successfully and no ef-
fort has been made yet to optimize the process. The resis-
tance between the two electrodes was measured by applying
a 4 mV alternating current �ac� bias at 1 Hz across the elec-
trodes and measuring the ac ‘‘monitor’’ current through a 1
k� series resistor using a lock-in amplifier �Fig. 1�b��.15

Three phases of electrodeposition corresponding to dif-
ferent ranges of electrode separation can be identified from
the time evolution of the monitor current. In the first phase,
when the electrodes are far apart, the ac monitor current
��20 nA� is small and roughly constant �Fig. 3�a��. This
current is proportional to the immersed surface area of the
electrodes �dominated by the surfaces of the 25 �m gold
wires� and results from the ac modulation of the direct cur-
rent �dc� deposition current. The second phase is marked by
a sudden increase of the monitor current �Fig. 3�a�, inset�. At

this point the electrodes are already very close, less than 5
nm, as shown below. The additional current observed in this
phase is presumably due to direct tunneling between the con-
tacts, enhanced by the screening effect of ions in the gap,
which reduces the height of the tunnel barrier.16 The third
phase, when the contacts finally touch, is marked by a sud-
den jump in the monitor current, followed by its saturation at
a value given by the applied voltage divided by the �1 k�
series resistance.

During the second phase of electrodeposition, when the
electrodes are very close together but not yet touching, the
monitor current is extremely sensitive to electrode distance,
enabling control of the separation on an atomic scale. This is
illustrated by Fig. 3�c�, in which the deposition rate was
reduced by a factor of 50 �by reducing the deposition current
to �50 nA� following the increase in monitor current. Using
such small deposition currents allows the first atom�s� con-
necting the two electrodes to be resolved. These first atoms
bridging the gap between the electrodes give rise to jumps in
the monitor current corresponding to steps of �2 e2/h in the
conductance �Fig. 3�c�, left inset�, as expected for a single
gold atom,7 which has a single electronic valence state avail-
able for conduction. Typically, only one or two steps of this
magnitude are observed, followed by larger jumps presum-
ably originating from clusters of atoms close to the contact
point reassembling themselves into more energetically favor-
able configurations. These steps are similar to those seen in
electrodeposited Cu nanowires made using a scanning tun-
neling microscope.17

The appearance of sharp steps in the monitor current
associated with atomic conduction allows two important con-
clusions to be drawn. First, that this controlled deposition
technique has atomic-scale resolution, so that it can be used
to fabricate electrodes with �1 nm separation reliably. Sec-
ond, the steps unambiguously mark when the two electrodes
touch; if electrodeposition is stopped at any earlier stage it is
assured that the electrodes are not in direct contact.

We have fabricated many pairs of electrodes, stopping
electrodeposition when the increase in the monitor current
was first detected, and subsequently imaged the samples us-
ing a scanning electron microscope �SEM�. Neither the SEM
�Fig. 2� nor atomic force microscopy could resolve gap
clearly, but placed consistent upper limits of 5 nm on the
separation. Electrical resistances between such pairs of elec-
trodes �measured using a 0.1 V bias in air after the fabrica-
tion� were between 1 and 30 G�, and in a few cases as low
as 0.5 G�, whereas unplated electrodes on the same sub-
strate had resistances above several hundred gigaohms, lim-
ited by the noise of the measurement. These values are con-
sistent with electronic tunneling through a gap of roughly 1
nm.18

We emphasize that no tuning of fabrication parameters
was needed to achieve the present results, demonstrating the
robustness of the technique. Alternative strategies have been
reported recently19 capable of feature sizes approaching
those reported here, however, the present method offers sev-
eral advantages including extremely small gaps, high yield
�approaching 100%� at gap sizes down to �1 nm, relatively
short fabrication time, and simple, readily available instru-
mentation.

FIG. 2. SEM images before and after electrodeposition �scale bars show
dimensions�. �a� Electrodes before electrodeposition. �b� Electrodes after
electrodeposition. The resolution of the SEM is 5 nm, not sufficient to
resolve the gap. �c� Electrodes in which the gap was reopened by electro-
dissolution, by reversing Vdc following an intentional short circuiting �con-
tacting� in a previous electrodeposition process.
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Because this process can employ techniques and instru-
ments that are currently in use in a variety of industries,
including microelectronics manufacturers �deep-ultraviolet
lithography and electroplating�, it may be readily realized in
an industrial setting. Note also that electronic feedback can
easily be incorporated into the monitoring scheme, allowing
the electrodeposition rate to be adjusted as a function of the

resistance between electrodes and then stopped at a specified
separation. This type of feedback control lends itself to par-
allel operation and provides a means of fabricating many
structures at the same time.
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sions and for the use of equipment in his laboratory. Re-
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FIG. 3. Time evolution of the ac monitor current during �a� rapid elec-
trodeposition and �b� electrodissolution. Three phases of electrodeposition
can be identified. �1� In this example, for times before �1540 s, a small ac
monitor current is measured when the electrodes are well separated. �2� For
times between �1540 and 1590 s, a continuously increasing monitor current
appears as the electrodes approach one another at the nanometer scale. �3�
At �1590 s, a sudden jump in the monitor current is observed as the elec-
trodes make contact, followed by saturation. The time evolution is reversed
for dissolution. �c� Time evolution of the resistance R between electrodes for
slow deposition �roughly 50 times slower than in �a��. Conductance steps
close to 2 e2/h �the expected value for Au atoms� are visible in the left inset.
Following initial contact, plateau-like features and steps in the conductance
on the order of a few e2/h persist as the contact between electrodes continues
to increase in size at the atomic scale �right inset�.
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Microfabrication of a mechanically controllable break junction in silicon
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We present a detailed description of the fabrication and operation at room temperature of a novel
type of tunnel displacement transducer. Instead of a feedback system it relies on a large reduction
factor assuring an inherently stable device. Stability measurements in the tunnel regime infer an
electrode stability within 3 pm in a 1 kHz bandwidth. In the contact regime the conductance takes
on a discrete number of values when the constriction is reduced atom by atom. This reflects the
conduction through discrete channels. © 1995 American Institute of Physics.

Micromachining in silicon is an ongoing effort to pro-
vide ever smaller devices used as the active part of a sensor.
Currently, it is straightforward to produce suspended beams,
small springs, and vibrating or rotating structures on a chip.
Engineers can make use of a number of classical transducer
phenomena, such as piezoelectricity, piezoresistivity and ca-
pacitance changes to convert displacements into an electrical
signal. However, the formation of smaller sensors is often
obtained at the cost of precision, since the signal of the
above mentioned transducer phenomena scale with size. In
contrast to classical transducers, a tunnel transducer1 �e.g., an
STM� is compatible with further miniaturization and pos-
sesses an astonishing sensitivity to displacements. When a
vacuum tunnel gap between two metallic electrodes is in-
creased by 1 Å, the tunnel resistance increases approximately
by an order of magnitude. This has been realized by a num-
ber of groups who have used tunnel sensors in devices.2 The
extreme sensitivity of these sensors on positional displace-
ments however implies that the practical range of operation
is limited to distances smaller than 5 Å since at larger dis-
tances the resistance becomes almost infinite and unmeasur-
able.

In conventional STM embodiments, one electrode is
usually mounted on a flexible lever, which can be moved by
an electrical signal. The tunnel gap is kept constant with the
use of a feedback system, necessary since temperature fluc-
tuations, �acoustic� vibrations or other disturbances will oth-
erwise change the vacuum gap over distances much larger
than the practical range. An accelerometer, magnetometer,
and an infrared sensor have been successfully developed
with these kind of tunnel sensors in feedback operation.2
Despite these successes we have used a different approach
and constructed an inherently stable tunnel sensor. When
used as a displacement sensor this device can be fabricated in
such a way that the electrode separation during operation
remains in the practical range of about 5 Å. Due to the ex-
treme stability of this device it can be operated without feed-
back; however it may also be used in a feedback loop. In this
letter we present the fabrication and operation of this new
type of tunnel sensor which was proposed in Ref. 3. It is
inherently stable, adjustable, and compatible with silicon
technology. Detailed measurements are shown, in both the
contact and tunnel regimes.

The principle of operation and a schematic perspective

and cross sectional view of the device are shown in Fig. 1.
The starting material is a �100� oriented 250 �m thick sili-
con wafer with an oxide layer of 400 nm. Standard electron-
beam lithography is used to define a pattern in a PMMA
bilayer used for the evaporation of an adhesion layer (10 Å
Ti� and 800 Å of gold onto the oxide. The gold film has a
shape as indicated in Fig. 1�a�. Next a photolithographically
defined thick layer of aluminum is evaporated everywhere on
the oxide except over a distance u , centered around the
smallest gold feature. The next step uses the gold and alumi-

FIG. 1. �a� The gold wire defined by electron-beam lithography. The small-
est width of the wire is 100 nm, Leff is about 250 nm. �b� Both the aluminum
and gold film are used as an etch mask to etch through the SiO2 into the Si.
�c�A cross section along the gold wire after the pit is etched into the silicon.
Si etching is stopped at the concave corners and the intersection between the
�111� crystallographic surface and the SiO2 edges. �d� The mounting con-
figuration of the silicon bending beam in a break junction setup.
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num films as a mask to etch through the SiO2 into the Si with
a CF4/O2 plasma �Fig. 1�b��. The aluminum is then removed
using a standard wet etch. The last step is a wet etch of the
exposed Si area using a pyrocatechol-ethylene-diamine
mixture.4 Since the two cantilevers are aligned with the
�110� direction in the substrate, a triangular pit is etched into
the silicon, bounded by the SiO2 edges and the �111� sur-
faces. Rapid undercutting at the convex corners by this
etchant assures that the two cantilevers are free standing after
the etching process.5 The final device consists of two small
cantilever beams (2.5�m long, 4 �m wide� connected with a
100 nm wide wire over a length Leff �Fig. 1�c��.

The device is mounted against two counter supports, ap-
proximately 20 mm apart, in a break junction configuration.3
A force is exerted on the backside via the piezo element
which is moved towards the device using a course adjust-
ment screw �Fig. 1�d��. The silicon beam is strained, result-
ing in an elongation of the top layer. The elongation of u is
concentrated on Leff , resulting in the fracture of the gold
wire while the Si substrate stays intact �even though gold is
more ductile than silicon�. The piezo element has a maxi-
mum elongation of 5 �m and is used for fine adjustment of
either atomic size contacts or vacuum barrier tunnel junc-
tions between the fractured gold electrodes. Figure 2 shows a

SEM photograph of a device before the bridging wire is bro-
ken. A 100 nm wire bridging the two cantilevers can be seen,
and a slight undercut of the gold is visible. The etched pit
into the Si �Fig. 2�a�� is bounded by a relatively rough
SiO2 edge, caused by the photolithography step. Some of the
undercut below the SiO2 layer results from this roughness
and enlarges u to about 10 �m.

Experiments are performed at room temperature in a
vacuum system (10�7Torr� which uses an oil-free
absorption/ion-pump combination in order to reduce con-
tamination of the exposed electrodes with hydrocarbons. Fig-
ure 3 illustrates the long term stability and the exponential
dependence of the tunnel current I t on the vacuum barrier
gap distance of this device. The junction is biased at
100 mV while a triangular voltage wave is applied to the
piezo element �lower curve in Fig. 3�. The variation in the
piezo length induces a variation in the gap distance resulting
in a change of the tunnel resistance �top curve in Fig. 3�. The
exponential dependence of I t on the gap distance s is given
by I t�exp����s with ��1.025Å�1eV�1/2 and � is the
work function of the gold electrodes. As the electrodes are
displaced over about 2 Å the tunnel current changes over
almost two orders of magnitude. The reason for this excep-
tional stability is the smallness of u which determines the
reduction factor r �the ratio between the piezo elongation and
the induced electrode separation�. For our devices we esti-
mate r�5�104.3 From two devices we experimentally infer,
from the known piezo elongation and assuming an exponen-
tial dependence of the tunnel current with ��4 eV,
r�104. The discrepancy of a factor of five may be due to
nonuniform strain near the etched pit. In the tunnel regime
the current noise amplitude, which depends on the tunnel
resistance, is determined at a 100 mV bias for tunnel resis-
tances between 100 k� and 10 M� in a 1 kHz bandwidth. In
this resistance range the experimental value for the current
noise amplitude implies about 3 pm fluctuations in the tunnel
gap distance. Although we do not know the exact origin of
these fluctuations, a detailed noise analysis should include
the thermal agitation of the cantilever.6

When the electrodes are brought close enough together,
a contact is formed. Experiments performed in the contact
regime are done in the following way: the contact is reduced

FIG. 2. �a� Two devices suspended above a triangular pit in the Si substrate
before the connecting wire is broken in the break junction setup. Each de-
vice shows two SiO2 cantilevers which are covered and bridged by the gold
wire. �b� A close-up showing the connecting wire. Before operating the
device in the contact or tunnel regime the small connecting wire has to be
broken. Some undercut of the gold is present due to the imperfection of the
reactive ion etching process.

FIG. 3. The piezo voltage is changed in a triangular way �lower curve�. The
almost linear behavior of the tunnel current on a logarithmic scale reflects
the exponential dependence on electrode separation. Note the large time
scale, indicating the long term stability of the junction.
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in size by increasing the piezo voltage until the conductance
of the contact is approximately 10 times 2e2/h . Then the
piezo voltage is fixed, and it is found that the contact relaxes
by itself, until eventually a jump to the tunnel regime takes
place. Before this jump occurs, the two electrodes may be
bridged by a single atom. We tentatively attribute this effect
to outdiffusion of atoms, thus decreasing the constriction
size. The junction is biased at 26 mV and the current is mea-
sured with a sample rate of 100 Hz. Typically the conduc-
tance decreases discontinuously as a function of time. Many
conductance traces show plateaus near integer multiples of
2e2/h , and often the last plateau in the contact regime is near
2e2/h �Fig. 4�. After this smallest possible contact, the jump
to the tunnel regime results in almost zero conductance
�vacuum tunneling only�. Upon close inspection, it is seen
that the majority of the plateaus are not at exact integers.
Backscattering in these metallic point contacts may be re-
sponsible for these observations.7 The description in terms of
conductance channels is still valid, although with transmis-

sion coefficients slightly different from one or zero.
Conductance noise is clearly present on the plateaus in

Fig. 4. This noise is not due to external disturbances and its
amplitude is much larger than the measurement accuracy. In
general, two different types of noise can be present. The
switching of one or a few atoms between energetically
equifavorable positions in the contact region can result in
closely spaced conductance levels �inset in upper panel of
Fig. 4�. The high kinetic energy of the atoms at room tem-
perature can drive them between various sites, thus influenc-
ing the conductance. Another type of noise has a more ran-
dom nature �inset in lower panel of Fig. 4�. This may be due
to small strain variations and small out-of-equilibrium dis-
placements �small compared to the lattice constant� of a
group of atoms comprising the contact.

In conclusion, we have presented a new type of displace-
ment transducer, which is inherently stable. We have shown
the operation of this device with gold electrodes as well in
the contact as in the tunnel regime. The device was shown to
be sensitive to positional changes of a single atom.
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FIG. 4. Two conductance traces recorded when an atomic scale contact
reduces its cross section as a function of time. Conductance plateaus are
found to be near integer multiples of 2e2/h , reflecting the conduction
through single channels. The insets show two types of intrinsic noise present
in the contact regime.
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Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube Electronics
Paul L. McEuen, Michael S. Fuhrer, and Hongkun Park

Abstract—Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) have
emerged as a very promising new class of electronic materials.
The fabrication and electronic properties of devices based on
individual SWNTs are reviewed. Both metallic and semicon-
ducting SWNTs are found to possess electrical characteristics
that compare favorably to the best electronic materials available.
Manufacturability issues, however, remain a major challenge.

Index Terms—Field-effect transistors (FETs), interconnections,
nanotechnology, nanotube.

I. INTRODUCTION

S INGLE-WALLED carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are
nanometer-diameter cylinders consisting of a single

graphene sheet wrapped up to form a tube. Since their dis-
covery in the early 1990s [1] and [2], there has been intense
activity exploring the electrical properties of these systems
and their potential applications in electronics. Experiments
and theory have shown that these tubes can be either metals
or semiconductors, and their electrical properties can rival, or
even exceed, the best metals or semiconductors known. Partic-
ularly illuminating have been electrical studies of individual
nanotubes and nanotube ropes (small bundles of individual
nantoubes). The first studies on metallic tubes were done in
1997 [3] and [4] and the first on semiconducting tubes in
1998 [5]. In the intervening five years, a large number of
groups have constructed and measured nanotube devices, and
most major universities and industrial laboratories now have
at least one group studying their properties. These electrical
properties are the subject of this review. The data presented
here are taken entirely from work performed by the authors (in
collaboration with other researchers), but they can be viewed
as representative of the field.
The remarkable electrical properties of SWNTs stem from

the unusual electronic structure of the two-dimensional mate-
rial, graphene, from which they are constructed [6] and [7].
Graphene—a single atomic layer of graphite—consists of a 2-D
honeycomb structure of sp bonded carbon atoms, as seen in
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Fig. 1(a). Its band structure is quite unusual; it has conducting
states at , but only at specific points along certain directions
in momentum space at the corners of the first Brillouin zone, as
is seen in Fig. 1(b). It is called a zero-bandgap semiconductor
since it is metallic in some directions and semiconducting in the
others. In an SWNT, the momentum of the electrons moving
around the circumference of the tube is quantized, reducing the
available states to slices through the 2-D band structure, is illus-
trated in the Fig. 1(b). This quantization results in tubes that are
either one-dimensional metals or semiconductors, depending on
how the allowed momentum states compare to the preferred di-
rections for conduction. Choosing the tube axis to point in one
of the metallic directions results in a tube whose dispersion is
a slice through the center of a cone [Fig. 1(c)]. The tube acts
as a 1-D metal with a Fermi velocity m/s com-
parable to typical metals. If the axis is chosen differently, the
allowed s take a different conic section, such as the one shown
in Fig. 1(d). The result is a 1-D semiconducting band structure,
with a gap between the filled hole states and the empty elec-
tron states. The bandgap is predicted to be eV/d[nm],
where is the diameter of the tube. Nanotubes can, therefor,e be
either metals or semiconductors, depending on how the tube is
rolled up. This remarkable theoretical prediction has been ver-
ified using a number of measurement techniques. Perhaps the
most direct used scanning tunneling microscopy to image the
atomic structure of a tube and then to probe its electronic struc-
ture [8] and [9].
To understand the conducting properties of nanotubes, it is

useful to employ the two-terminal Landauer–Buttiker Formula,
which states that, for a system with 1-D channels in par-
allel: , where is the transmission coefficient
for electrons through the sample (see, for example, [10]). For a
SWNT at low doping levels such that only one transverse sub-
band is occupied, . Each channel is fourfold degenerate,
due to spin degeneracy and the sublattice degeneracy of elec-
trons in graphene. The conductance of a ballistic SWNT with
perfect contacts is then S, or about
6.5 k . This is the fundamental contact resistance associated
with 1-D systems that cannot be avoided. Imperfect contacts
will give rise to an additional contact resistance . Finally, the
presence of scatters that give a mean-free path contribute an
Drude-like resistance to the tube, , where
is the tube length. The total resistance is approximately the

sum of these three contributions, .
In the sections below, we will analyze the conducting proper-
ties of metal and semiconducting nanotubes to infer the con-
tact resistances, mean-free paths, conductivities, etc. We will
concentrate almost exclusively on room temperature behavior.
At low temperatures, SWNT devices exhibit a number of inter-
esting quantum phenomena, including single-electron charging,
quantum interference, Luttinger liquid behavior, and the Kondo

1536-125X/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE
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Fig. 1. (a) Lattice structure of graphene, a honeycomb lattice of carbon atoms. (b) Energy of the conducting states as a function of the electron wavevector .
There are no conducting states except along special directions where cones of states exist. (c), (d) Graphene sheets rolled into tubes. This quantizes the allowed
s around the circumferential direction, resulting in 1-D slices through the 2-D band structure in (b). Depending on the way the tube is rolled up, the result can be
either (c) a metal or (d) a semiconductor.

effect, but these are not of direct relevance to most device ap-
plications. We, therefore, refer the reader to existing reviews for
further discussion of these topics [11]–[13].
The critical issues with respect to device applications are

twofold. The first is how reproducibly and reliably nanotube
devices can be manufactured. Some current approaches to
device fabrication are discussed in Section II. The second issue
is how the electrical properties of SWNT devices compare
to other electronic materials. These properties are described
below in Sections III and IV for metallic and semiconducting
tubes, respectively. These sections show that devices based
on individual SWNTs have remarkable electrical character-
istics, making them a very promising new class of electronic
materials. The manufacturability challenges, however, are
very significant. While advances are being made, controlled,
reproducible device fabrication remains an unattained goal.
These issues will be discussed in more detail in Section V.

II. NANOTUBE GROWTH AND DEVICE FABRICATION

SWNTs are grown by combining a source of carbon with a
catalytic nanostructured material such as iron or cobalt at ele-
vated temperatures. Sources of carbon employed to date include

bulk graphite, hydrocarbons, and carbon monoxide. While the
details of the growth process are far from understood, the basic
elements are now coming into focus. A schematic is shown in
Fig. 2(a). At elevated temperatures, the catalyst has a high sol-
ubility for carbon. The carbon in the particle links up to form
graphene and wraps around the catalyst to from a cylinder. Sub-
sequent growth occurs from the continuous addition of carbon
to the base of the tube at the nanoparticle/tube interface. Re-
markably, tubes can grow to lengths of hundreds of microns by
this process [14].
Creating the proper conditions for growth can done in a va-

riety of ways. From the point of view of device fabrication, the
techniques can be divided into categories. In the first category
are tubes grown by bulk synthesis techniques that are subse-
quently deposited on a substrate to make devices (“deposited
tubes”). The most common methods for bulk fabrication are arc
synthesis [1], [2] and laser assisted growth [15], and commercial
sources of SWNTs from these techniques are now available. By
controlling the growth conditions, high yields of SWNTs with
narrow size distributions can be obtained. Unfortunately, tubes
fabricated this way are in the form of a highly tangled “felt” of
tubes and bundles of tubes. For electronic devices, these tubes
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of a SWNT growing from a catalyst seed particle.
(b) Atomic force microscope images of a single nanotube device fabricated
using electron beam lithography. (c) Parallel fabrication of SWNT devices
by growth from patterned catalysts and subsequent deposition of arrays of
electrodes. The lower panel shows an AFM image of one pair electrodes
bridged by two SWNTs.

must be separated, cut into usable sizes, and then deposited on a
substrate. This is typically done by ultrasonication in an appro-
priate solvent to disperse and cut the SWNTs, followed by de-
position onto a substrate by spinning or drying. Unfortunately,
this is to date an uncontrolled process, producing tubes on the
substrate of varying lengths that are often still bundled together.
This processing can also induce significant numbers of defects
in the tubes. However, new techniques for the wet processing,
cutting, and sorting of nanotubes are under constant develop-
ment [16]–[20].
An alternative approach is to grow the nanotubes directly

on the wafer [21]. Currently this is done using chemical
vapor deposition (CVD). The catalyst material is placed on the
surface of a wafer, which is inserted in a standard furnace at
700 C–1000 C in a flow of a carbon source gas such as
methane. The tubes grow from the catalyst seeds on the sub-
strate. Engineering the properties of the catalyst and controlling
the growth conditions control the properties of the tubes. For
example, relatively monodisperse nanoparticle catalysts have
been shown to yield SWNTs with a diameter closely matching
that of the catalyst particle [22] and [23].
For both deposited and CVD-grown SWNTs, the tubes must

be integrated with electrodes and gates on a wafer to make de-
vices. A major challenge is the placement of the tubes relative
to lithographically patterned features on the substrate. For both
CVD-grown and deposited tubes, techniques have been devel-
oped that are satisfactory for research purposes, if not for mass
production. Examples are shown in Fig. 2. For the device in
Fig. 2(b), SWNTs were grown by CVD and located relative to
alignment marks on the surface using an atomic force micro-
scope. Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) resist was then spun
over the tubes and an electron beam mask was designed, fol-
lowed by electron beam lithography and liftoff to attach the gold
leads [4]. The tubes remain bound to the substrate are unaffected
by standard solvents for resist patterning. An alternate approach
[21] is to pattern arrays of small catalyst islands from which
SWNTs are grown. Electrode arrays are then deposited over the

catalyst pads using optical or electron beam lithography. The
result is pairs of electrodes with a random number of tubes con-
necting them, as seen in Fig. 2(c). By adjusting the parameters,
a significant fraction of electrodes with only one tube bridging
them can be obtained. Equivalent approaches exist to create de-
vices for deposited tubes, with the CVD growth step replaced
by a deposition step. An alternative method available for de-
posited tubes is to pattern the electrodes first and then deposit
the tubes on top of the electrodes [3]. This avoids the high-tem-
perature growth step, and chemical modification of the surface
[24] and/or electric fields can be used to control, to some degree,
the locations of the deposited tubes.
A schematic of the resulting device geometry is shown in

the inset to Fig. 5. Source and drain electrodes allow the con-
ducting properties of the nanotube to be measured, and a third
gate electrode gate is used to control the carrier density on the
tube. Typically, the degenerately doped Si substrate is used as
the gate. Nearby metal electrodes [3], an oxidized Al electrode
under the tube [25], and even an ionic solution around the tube
[26] and [27] have also been employed as gates. When the con-
ductance of the tube as the gate voltage, and hence the charge
per unit length of the tube, is varied is measured, two classes of
behavior are seen. For some tubes, is relatively independent
of , corresponding to a metallic tube. These are discussed in
Section III. For other tubes, a dramatic dependence of on is
seen, indicating semiconducting tubes. These will be discussed
in Section IV.

III. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF METALLIC TUBES

Devices made from metallic SWNTs were first measured in
1997 [3] and [4], and have been extensively studied since that
time. Two-terminal conductances of metallic SWNTs at room
temperature can vary significantly, ranging from as small as
6-k to several megaohms (M ). Most of this variation is

due to variations in contact resistance between the electrodes
and the tube. As techniques for making improved contacts have
been developed, the conductances have steadily improved. The
best contacts have been obtained by evaporating Au or Pt over
the tube, often followed by a subsequent anneal. A number of
groups have seen conductances approaching the value,

, predicted for a ballistic nanotube [28] and [29]. An ex-
ample is shown in Fig. 3, where the as a function of
is shown for a 1- m long SWNT. At low , the conductance
is , growing to at the temperature is lowered.
Assuming perfect contacts, this indicates that themean-free path
is at least 1 m at room temperature and grows even larger as
the device is cooled. A number of other measurements corrobo-
rate this conclusion, such as measurements of short tubes where

is found [28] and [29], and scanned probe experi-
ments that probe the local voltage drop along the length of the
nanotube [30]. This mean-free path corresponds to a room tem-
perature resistivity of cm. The conductivity of metallic
nanotubes can, thus, be equal to, or even exceed, the conduc-
tivity of the best metals at room temperature.
These long scattering lengths are in striking contrast to the

behavior observed in traditional metals like copper, where scat-
tering lengths are typically on the order of tens of nanometers
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Fig. 3. Differential conductance of a metallic SWNT as a function
of , at different temperatures. The conductance at low approaches the
values for a ballistic SWNT, . At higher , the conductance drops
dramatically due to optic and zone-boundary phonon scattering.

at room temperature, due to phonon scattering. The main dif-
ference is the significantly reduced phase space for scattering
by acoustic phonons in a 1-D system. At room temperature,
acoustic phonons have much less momentum than the electrons
at the Fermi energy. In a traditional metal, phonons backscatter
electrons through a series of small angle scattering events that
eventually reverse the direction of an electron. This is not pos-
sible in a 1-D conductor such as a nanotube, where only for-
ward and backward propagation is possible. Note that while
the mean-free path is much larger than traditional metals, the
conductivity is only comparable to slightly better. This is be-
cause the effective density of states in nanotubes is much lower
than traditional metals because of the semimetallic nature of
graphene.
Optic and zone-boundary phonons have the necessary mo-

mentum to backscatter electrons in nanotubes. They are too high
in energy ( meV) to be present at room temperature
and low . At high source–drain voltages, however, electrons
can emit these phonons and efficiently backscatter. This leads
to a dramatic reduction of the conductance at high biases, as
was first reported by Yao et al. [31]. This can be readily seen in
the data of Fig. 3. The scattering rate grows linearly with ,
leading to a saturation of the total current through the tube. This
saturation value is A for small-diameter
SWNT. This corresponds to a current density of
A/cm for a 1 nm diameter tube. This is orders of magnitude
larger than current densities found in present-day interconnects.
This large current density can be attributed to the strong cova-
lent bonding of the atoms in the tube. Unlike in metals, there are
no low energy defects, dislocations, etc., that can easily lead to
the motion of atoms in the conductor.
In addition to phonon scattering, scattering off of static dis-

order (defects, etc.) is also possible in metallic tubes. A number
of sources of scattering have been identified, including physical
bends in the tube [32] and [33] and localized electronic states
created at defects along the tube [34]. One technique that can
give direct information about these scattering centers is scanned
gate microscopy (SGM). In this technique, a metallized AFM
tip is used as a local gate to probe the conducting properties.
Fig. 4 shows a SGM image of a metallic tube [34]. The dark
features in the images correspond to locations of defects, which

Fig. 4. Left panel: AFM image of a metallic SWNT. Other panels: Scanned
gate microscopy of defects in the SWNT at different AFM tip voltages. The
conductance through the SWNT is recorded as a function of the tip position.
Resonant scattering at defect sites is indicated by rings of reduced conductance
(dark) centered on the defects.

Fig. 5. Conductance versus gate voltage of a p-type semiconducting
SWNT field effect transistor. The device geometry is shown schematically in
the inset.

are conjectured to be associated with a bond-rotation defect in
the nanotube. Measurements show that these defects are more
common in tubes grown at lower temperatures ( 700 C).With
proper control of the growth parameters, however, static defects
can be minimized so that they are not an important source of
scattering at room temperature.

IV. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF SEMICONDUCTING TUBES

Semiconducting behavior in nanotubes was first reported by
Tans et al. in 1998 [5]. Fig. 5 shows a measurement of the con-
ductance of a semiconducting SWNT as the gate voltage applied
to the conducting substrate is varied. The tube conducts at neg-
ative and turns off with a positive . The resistance change
between the on and off state is many orders of magnitude. This
device behavior is analogous to a p-type metal–oxide–semicon-
ductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET), with the nanotube re-
placing Si as the semiconductor. At large positive gate volt-
ages, n-type conductance is sometimes observed, especially in
larger-diameter tubes [35] and [36]. The conductance in the
n-type region is typically less than in the p-type region because
of the work function of the Au electrodes. The Au Fermi level
aligns with the valence band of the SWNT,making a p-type con-
tact with a barrier for the injection of electrons.
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Semiconducting nanotubes are typically p-type at be-
cause of the contacts and also because chemical species, particu-
larly oxygen, adsorb on the tube and act as weak p-type dopants.
Experiments have shown that changing a tube’s chemical en-
vironment can change this doping level—shifting the voltage
at which the device turns on by a significant amount [37] and
[38]. This has spurred interest in nanotubes as chemical sensors.
Adsorbate doping can be a problem for reproducible device be-
havior, however. In air, a large hysteresis in versus is ob-
served, with threshold voltage shifts of many volts common. In
addition, the threshold voltage is very sensitive to the processing
history of the device—for example, heating or exposure to UV
radiation drives off oxygen [39], lowering the p-doping level of
the device. Controlling adsorbate doping is an important chal-
lenge to be addressed. Recent work by the group at IBM has
taken important steps in this direction [40].
Controlled chemical doping of tubes, both p- and n-type, has

been accomplished in a number of ways. N-type doping was
first done using alkali metals that donate electrons to the tube.
This has been used to create n-type transistors [38], [41], [42],
p-n junctions [43], and p-n-p devices [44]. Alkalai metals are
not air-stable, however, so other techniques are under develop-
ment, such as using polymers for charge-transfer doping [45].
While these techniques are progressing rapidly, we will concen-
trate here on tubes with no additional doping (beyond uncon-
trolled doping by adsorbates) and the carriers induced by the
gate. For simplicity, we will further focus on the p-type con-
ducting regime to get a sense of the basic parameters that char-
acterize electrical transport.
In the data of Fig. 5, the conductance initially rises linearly

with as additional holes are added to the nanotube. At higher
gate voltages, the conductance stops increasing and instead is
constant. This limiting conductance is due both to the tube and
to the contact resistance between the metallic electrodes and
to the tube. The value of this resistance can vary by orders of
magnitude from device to device, but by annealing the con-
tacts, on-state resistances of 20–50 k can be routinely ob-
tained. In the regime where grows linear with , the prop-
erties of the device can be described by the Drude-type relation

, where is the capacitance per unit
length of the tube, is the threshold voltage, is the mobility.
The capacitance per unit length of the tube can be estimated or
obtained from other measurements [3], [4], [46]. Using this we
can infer the mobility of the tube, . We find typical mobilities
of 1000–10 000 cm /V s for CVD-grown tubes, with occasional
devices havingmobilities as high as 20 000 cm /V s. This is sig-
nificantly higher than the values reported to date in deposited
nanotubes [25], [40], [47], [48]. It is also higher than the mobil-
ities in Si MOSFETs, indicating than SWNTs are a remarkably
high-quality semiconducting material.
As with metallic tubes, work has also been performed to in-

vestigate the nature of the scattering sites in nanotubes. Again,
scanned probe techniques has been very useful. A scanned gate
microscopy measurement is shown in Fig. 6(a). The tip was bi-
ased positively, to locally deplete the carriers (holes) underneath
the tip. The bright spots in the image correspond to places where
theAFM tip affected the conductance of the sample, producing a
map of the barriers to conduction. This data shows that the con-

Fig. 6. (a) Scanned gate microscopy showing scattering sites in a p-type
semiconducting SWNT. (b) Voltage drop along the length of the source–drain
biased semiconducting SWNT, as determined by electric force microscopy.
The slope of the voltage drop (dotted line) indicates a resistance per unit length
of 9 k m.

ductance is limited by a series of potential barriers that the holes
see as they traverse the tube. The barriers are likely due local in-
homogeneities in the surface potential from adsorbed charges,
etc., at or near the tube. At higher densities, however, little ef-
fect of the tip was seen, suggesting excellent transport prop-
erties. Electric force microscopy [49] can be used to directly
probe the voltage drop along the length of the channel; the re-
sult is shown if Fig. 6(b). A linear voltage drop corresponding
to a resistance of 9 k m is observed, implying a mean-free
path of 0.7 m, comparable to the mean-free paths in metallic
tubes. This result is consistent with the maximum conductances
observed for semiconducting SWNTs ( for 1- m long
tubes) and the high mobilities discussed above.
In order to maximize device performance, the tube gate ca-

pacitance should be maximized. Most experiments to date
have used gate oxide thicknesses of hundreds of millimicrons.
More recently, researchers have investigated a number of ways
to increase the gate coupling, such as using a very thin Al oxide
gate [25] or using an electrolyte solution as a gate [26] and [27].
The latter is schematically shown in Fig. 7(a), with the resulting
– curves at different s shown in Fig. 7(b). Standard FET
behavior is seen; the current initially rises linearly with and
then becomes constant in the saturation region. The nanotube
exhibits excellent characteristics, with amaximum transconduc-
tance, A/V at V. Normalizing this
to the device width of 2 nm, this gives a transconductance per
unit width of 10-mS/ m. This is significantly better than cur-
rent-generation MOSFETs.
The properties of semiconducting SWNTs given above are

quite remarkable. Perhaps most surprising is the high mobilities
obtained given the small channel width and the simplicity of the
fabrication methods employed. This is largely due to the lack
of surface states in these devices. As is well known from bulk
semiconductors, surface states generally degrade the operating
properties of the device, and controlling them is one of the key
technological challenges to device miniaturization. A SWNT
solves the surface state problem in an elegant fashion. First, it
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Fig. 7. – characteristics at different s for a p-type SWNT FET utilizing
an electrolyte gate. A schematic of the measurement geometry is also shown.

begins with a 2-Dmaterial with no chemically reactive dangling
bonds. It then rids itself of the problem of edges by using the
topological trick of rolling itself into a cylinder—which has no
edges.

V. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

The above results show that single nanotube devices possess
excellent properties. Metallic tubes have conductivities and cur-
rent densities that meet or exceed the best metals, and semicon-
ducting tubes have mobilities and transconductances that meet
or exceed the best semiconductors. This clearly make them very
promising candidates for electronic applications. Opportunities
also exist for integrating nanotube electronics with other chem-
ical, mechanical, or biological systems. For example, nanotube
electronic devices function perfectly well under biological con-
ditions (i.e., salty water) and have dimensions comparable to
typical biomolecules (e.g., DNA, whose width is approximately
2 nm). This makes them an excellent candidate for electrical
sensing of individual biomolecules. The are also a host of other
device geometries beyond the simple wire and FET structures
described above that are under exploration. Examples include
the p-n and p-n-p devices mentioned previously [43] and [44],
nanotube/nanotube junctions [50]–[52], and electromechanical
devices [53] and [54].

Much more challenging is the issue of device manufactura-
bility. Although a great deal of work has been done, the progress
to date has been modest. For example, in tube synthesis, the di-
ameter of the tubes can be controlled, but not the chirality. As
a result, the tubes are a mixture of metal and semiconductors.
In CVD, the general location for tube growth can be controlled
by patterning the catalyst material, but the number of tubes and
their orientation relative to the substrate are still not well de-
fined. Furthermore, the high growth temperature (900 C) for
CVD tubes is incompatible with many other standard Si pro-
cesses. The alternative approach, depositing tubes on a substrate
after growth, avoids this high temperature issue but suffers from
the chirality and positioning limitations discussed above. Fur-
thermore, the wet processing of the tubes may degrade their
electrical properties. Efforts are underway to address these is-
sues. For example, techniques to guide tubes to desired locations
during growth or deposition using electric fields [55] and/or sur-
face modification [24] are being explored, with some success.
To date, there are no reliable, rapid, and reproducible ap-

proaches to creating complex arrays of nanotube devices. This
manufacturing issue is by far the most significant impediment
to using nanotubes in electronics applications. While there has
been significant fanfare around “circuits” made with nanotubes,
(see, e.g., the “Breakthrough of the Year” for 2001 in Science
magazine), in reality the accomplishments to date are a far cry
from anything that would impress a device engineer or circuit
designer. However, there appear to be no fundamental barriers
to the development of a technology. The science of nanotubes
has come a long way in five years. With the involvement of the
engineering community, perhaps the technology of nanotubes
will see similar progress in the next five.
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be examined in a similar light before they can
be unambiguously interpreted to constrain the
absolute chronology of late Pleistocene sea lev-
el and ice volume change.
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R E P O R T S

Carbon Nanotube
Single-Electron Transistors at

Room Temperature
Henk W. Ch. Postma, Tijs Teepen, Zhen Yao,* Milena Grifoni,

Cees Dekker†

Room-temperature single-electron transistors are realized within individual me-
tallic single-wall carbon nanotube molecules. The devices feature a short (down to
"20 nanometers) nanotube section that is created by inducing local barriers into
the tube with an atomic force microscope. Coulomb charging is observed at room
temperature,with an addition energyof 120millielectron volts,which substantially
exceeds the thermal energy. At low temperatures, we resolve the quantum energy
levels corresponding to the small island. We observe unconventional power-law
dependencies in themeasured transport properties forwhichwe suggest a resonant
tunneling Luttinger-liquid mechanism.

Single-electron transistors (SETs) have been
proposed as a future alternative to conventional
Si electronic components (1). However, most
SETs operate at cryogenic temperatures, which

strongly limits their practical application. Some
examples of SETs with room-temperature op-
eration (RTSETs) have been realized with ul-
trasmall grains, but their properties are extreme-

ly hard to control (2–4). The use of conducting
molecules with well-defined dimensions and
properties would be a natural solution for RT-
SETs. We report RTSETs made within an in-
dividual metallic carbon nanotube molecule (5),
characterizing their transport properties as a
function of temperature, bias, and gate voltage
and observing unexpected power-law charac-
teristics that we describe with a Luttinger-liquid
model.

SETs consist of a conducting island con-
nected by tunnel barriers to two metallic leads
(1). For temperatures and bias voltages that are
low relative to a characteristic energy required
to add an electron to the island, electrical trans-
port through the device is blocked. Conduction
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can be restored, however, by tuning a voltage
on a close-by gate, rendering this three-terminal
device a transistor. Recently, we found that
strong bends (“buckles”) within metallic carbon
nanotubes (5) act as nanometer-sized tunnel
barriers for electron transport (6). This prompt-
ed us to fabricate single-electron transistors by
inducing two buckles in series within an indi-
vidual metallic single-wall carbon nanotube,
achieved by manipulation with an atomic force
microscope (AFM) (7) (Fig. 1). The two buck-
les define a 25-nm island within the nanotube.
Nanotube devices have been fabricated with an
island length of between 20 and 50 nm, and
electrical transport has been measured through
four of them. We report one representative data
set obtained on the sample with a 25-nm island.

Typical RTSET transport characteristics for
our nanotube devices obtained at room temper-
ature are shown in Fig. 2A, which displays the
differential conductance dI/dV versus bias volt-
age V. A voltage applied to the back gate ap-
pears to have a pronounced effect on the device
conductance. A 0.2-V-wide gap is observed,
which is closed upon changing the gate voltage.
Upon varying the gate voltage further, the gap
opens and closes in a periodic manner. At V #
0, this gives rise to a pattern of periodic con-
ductance peaks (Fig. 2B). It thus appears that
both bias and gate voltage can be used to mod-
ulate the conductance, and a conductance spec-
trum where both are varied simultaneously is
shown in the inset to Fig. 2B. Diamond-shaped
regions are visible where the conductance is
suppressed. Traces such as those in Fig. 2A are
cross sections of this conductance spectrum at
fixed gate voltage, whereas those in Fig. 2B are
cross sections at fixed bias voltage. Before fab-
rication of the two buckles, the device conduc-
tance did not change with gate voltage. It is thus
evident that the modulation is due to the fabri-
cated island.

These characteristics demonstrate Coulomb
blockade (i.e., single-electron tunneling) at
room temperature (1). Coulomb blockade as a
function of bias and gate voltage occurs in
diamond-shaped regions (compare with the in-
set to Fig. 2B). Within each diamond, the num-
ber of electrons is fixed, and electrons are added
one by one to the island upon increasing the
gate voltage. The height of the diamonds reads
the bias voltage V$ necessary to add an electron
to the island, which defines an addition energy
Eadd # eV$ # e2/C $ %E (8), where C is the
sum of all capacitances to the nanotube island
and %E is the energy difference between con-
secutive quantum energy levels. We find
Eadd # 120 meV, which is slightly larger than
the largest value of 115 meV reported in previ-
ous planar RTSETs (4). The Coulomb block-
ade model describes all the basic device char-
acteristics shown in Fig. 2, A and B. Eadd is
much larger than the thermal energy kBT (kB is
the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute
temperature) at room temperature, which ex-

plains the room-temperature operation of our
devices.

With respect to the device characteristics at
low temperature, examination of the data at 30
K (Fig. 2, C to E) reveals features that were not
observed at room temperature. First, the data
show less scatter owing to a reduction in sample
noise at low temperatures. Second, the dI/dV
(V) traces show peaked features (indicated by
the lines in Fig. 2C) that shift along the bias
voltage axis when changing the gate voltage.
We believe that these peaks are associated with
energy levels of the island that become avail-
able for electronic transport, leading to an in-

crease in current. The peaks can be followed as
a function of both bias and gate voltage in the
conductance spectrum (dashed lines in Fig. 2, D
and E). The distance between these lines along
the bias-voltage axis is equal to 2%E. We find
that %E # 38 meV. From the linear dispersion
relation of nanotubes one estimates an average
%E # hvF/4L for a tube of finite length L, when
the degeneracy between the two sets of energy
levels in nanotubes has been lifted. Here vF is
the Fermi velocity and h is Planck’s constant.
With vF # 8 & 105 m/s (9), we obtain 34 meV
for the 25-nm island, which is in good agree-
ment with the measured value, confirming that

Fig. 1. Fabrication of a
room-temperature sin-
gle-electron transistor
within an individual
metallic carbon nano-
tube by manipulation
with an AFM (7). (A)
Nanotube between Au
electrodes on top of a
Si/SiO2 substrate with
a gate-independent re-
sistance of 50 kilohm.
After imaging by scan-
ning the AFM tip over the sample in tapping mode, the tip is pressed down onto the substrate and
moved along the path indicated by the arrow, thus dragging the nanotube into a new configuration. Bar,
200 nm. (B) Nanotube after creation of a buckle. The dragging action has resulted in a tube that is bent
so strongly that it has buckled (31). A second dragging action is performed as indicated by the arrow.
(C) Double-buckle nanotube device. (D) Enlarged image of the double-buckle device. The image shows
a height increase at the buckling points, as expected (31). The final device resistance at room
temperature is one order of magnitude larger ("0.5 megohm). The electronic transport properties of
these nanotube devices are studied by application of a bias voltage V to the upper electrode and a
measurement of the current I at the lower electrode. The differential conductance dI/dV is measured
with a standard ac–lock-in technique with a modulation amplitude of 0.1 mV. The conducting Si
substrate underneath the insulating SiO2 substrate is coupled capacitively to the nanotube and acts as
a back gate. Bar, 20 nm.

Vgate

Vgate

Vgate

Vgate
Vgate

Fig. 2. Differential
conductance dI/dV of
the RTSET as a func-
tion of bias and gate
voltage at various
temperatures. (A) At
300 K, the differential
conductance shows a
thermally smeared
gap around V# 0 with
gate voltage Vgate #
'0.7 V (lower trace).
When the gate volt-
age is changed to
'0.8 V, the gap is
closed. (B) Conduc-
tance oscillations as a
function of gate volt-
age at 260 K. (Inset)
dI/dV in an intensity
plot. Blue represents
low dI/dV, red corre-
sponds to high dI/dV.
The gap is periodically
opened and closed as a function of the gate voltage, which results in diamond-shaped modulations.
(C) dI/dV at 30 K, showing distinct peaks as indicated by the lines. The peaks in the black trace at
Vgate # '1 V shift up in bias voltage when Vgate is increased to '0.95 V (red trace). (D) Gray-scale
image of dI/dV, where shifting peaks are indicated by the dashed lines. White represents dI/dV #
0, whereas darker shading correspond to higher values of dI/dV. (E) Gray-scale image of d2I/dV2,
showing the presence of conductance peaks.
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the island behaves as a well-defined quantum
box for the electrons. From the addition energy
we can now extract the charging energy EC §
e2/2C, which reads 41 meV. The fact that %E "
EC is unique to our devices, whereas in the
ordinary case EC (( %E. This is a direct result
of the small size of these islands and the nature
of the buckle junctions. In contrast to previous
studies on straight undeformed nanotubes (9–
12), the capacitances of the nanotube island to
the nanotube leads ()0.3 aF) are now a major
contribution to the total capacitance C. Hence,
whereas %E will increase with decreasing L, EC

will remain approximately constant, yielding a
larger %E/EC ratio.

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence
of the device conductance. A plot of a single
conductance peak versus gate voltage (Fig. 3A)
shows that both the conductance peak maxi-
mum Gmax and the peak width w increase with
increasing temperature. This is in marked con-
trast to the behavior expected for a conventional
SET in both the classical (kBT ( %E ) and the
quantum regime of Coulomb blockade (kBT *
%E ). In both of the latter cases w + T, but
Gmax # constant or Gmax + 1/T, respectively
(8). Our data also differ from previous results
for carbon nanotube SET devices operating at
low temperatures (9–13).

The conductance shows a power-law depen-
dence on T (Fig. 4), where Gmax(T ) is plotted
for the peak in Fig. 3A. From 4 to 90 K, it
follows a power law Gmax + T0.68, whereas at

higher temperatures it increases beyond this.
The inset of Fig. 4 shows that w follows a linear
temperature dependence w + T at low temper-
atures, whereas it deviates from the expected
behavior at higher temperatures. We explain the
high-temperature deviations from the overlap
between adjacent peaks as follows. As the peak
width increases with temperature, the peak tails
start to overlap progressively with adjacent con-
ductance peaks upon raising the temperature,
leading to both a larger apparent peak height as
well as a larger apparent width. We correct for
this by integrating the conductance over gate
voltage, yielding an integrated conductance G*.
We find a strong temperature dependence G* +
T1.66, in excellent agreement with the expected
behavior G* + T1$0.68 from w(T ) and
Gmax(T ). This power-law behavior persists well
above the temperatures where both w and Gmax

deviate from the expected behavior, indicating
that the deviations in measurements of w and
Gmax are indeed due to overlap of adjacent
conductance peaks.

The power-law exponents observed in our
experiments cannot be explained by the avail-
able models. Recent transport experiments on
metallic carbon nanotubes (6, 14–16) success-
fully used a Luttinger-liquid model (17, 18),
which derives from the one-dimensional elec-
tronic correlations in nanotubes. We therefore
compare our experimental results with those
from theoretical studies of a Luttinger island
connected by tunnel barriers to two semi-infi-

nite Luttinger liquids. Such studies have de-
scribed transport in terms of sequential tunnel-
ing processes, with independent tunneling from
the leads onto the island and from the island
into the other lead (19–22). This leads to Gmax

+ T,end-1 and w + T, where ,end # 1
4
(1
g

' 1),
with the Luttinger interaction parameter g char-
acterizing the electron-electron interaction
strength (17, 18). Experiments (6, 14–16) show
that g ranges between 0.19 and 0.26 in the case
of carbon nanotubes, which leads to Gmax +
T'0.2 and G* + T0.8, in contradiction with the
present data.

We therefore propose another mechanism,
namely, correlated sequential tunneling through
the island. Here electrons tunnel coherently
from the end of one nanotube lead to the end of
the other nanotube lead through a quantum state
in the island. In this picture, the island should be
regarded as a single impurity (23). This is a
reasonable assumption, because the thermal
length LT - vF/kBT # 70 nm at 300 K, and
hence it is larger than the distance between the
two barriers at all temperatures. The calcula-
tion for the conductance due to this tunneling
mechanism yields Gmax + T ,end-end-1 and G* +
T ,end-end, where ,end-end # 2,end (24). Upon
identifying ,end-end with the experimental value
1.66, we obtain g # 0.23, in excellent agreement
with earlier values for nanotubes. This shows
that the proposed mechanism is the relevant
transport channel for the RTSET. The surprising
dominance of correlated tunneling over conven-
tional sequential tunneling contrasts with the
conventional understanding of SETs and quan-
tum dots (1). Our model is further confirmed by
data of the integrated differential conductance
(dI/dV)* versus bias voltage at large bias (V (
10 mV), which yields a power law (dI/dV)* +
V0.87 (25). One theoretically expects that the
large bias voltage eV (( kBT will destroy the
phase coherence necessary for correlated tunnel-
ing, and that conventional sequential tunneling
will dominate (24). The expected exponent for
this process is ,end # ,end-end/2 # 0.83, which is
again close to the value found experimentally.

For practical applications, a figure of merit
of SETs is the input equivalent charge noise qn.
Preliminary measurements on the present nano-
tube devices at 10 Hz and 60 K yielded qn )
2 & 10'3 e/.Hz, which compares favorably to
qn ) 0.5 & 10'3 e/.Hz for conventional sin-
gle-electron transistors that operate at mK tem-
peratures (26). The prototype nanotube RTSETs
presented here were obtained by manipulation
with an AFM. Future use in large-scale applica-
tions will require further developments in fabri-
cation technology such as mechanical templates
or chemical methods to create short nanotubes
in a parallel process. RTSETs have several ad-
vantages over room-temperature field-effect
transistors using semiconducting nanotubes
(27). Because semiconducting nanotubes are,
unlike metallic tubes, intrinsically prone to dis-
order and unintentional doping (28, 29), molec-

Fig. 3. (A) Zero-bias
conductance versus
gate voltage for a
single conductance
peak. Data are shown
for T # 4, 20, 30, 40,
70, 80, and 90 K. The
solid lines are fits to
the function Gmax(T )/
cosh2[2(arccosh.2)
Vgate/w(T)] [as de-
rived from (8)]. The T
dependence of the
conductance maxi-
mum Gmax and the full width at half maximum w is shown in Fig. 4. (B) Multiple conductance
peaks on a logarithmic scale for an extended range of gate voltages at T # 4, 40, 60, 70, 100,
170, 200, 220, and 240 K.

w

T

G

Fig. 4. Power-law temperature
dependence of the conductance,
demonstrating correlated se-
quential tunneling through the
nanotube SET device. Lower data
(right-hand scale) show the peak
height Gmax(T ) for the conduc-
tance peak in Fig. 3A, following a
power-law function with expo-
nent 0.68 (}). The conductance
integrated over the gate voltage
range in Fig. 3B, G*(T ) (left-hand
scale), also follows a power-law
function with exponent 1.66 (F).
Note the double-logarithmic
scales. The inset shows the peak
width w versus T, which displays a linear behavior.
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ular-electronics components based on metallic
tubes are preferred. The present work shows that
short, metallic nanotubes can be applied as
RTSETs. It also serves to illustrate that the
search for functional molecular devices often
yields interesting fundamental science.
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Fully Conjugated Porphyrin
Tapes with Electronic

Absorption Bands That Reach
into Infrared

Akihiko Tsuda and Atsuhiro Osuka*

Scandium(III)-catalyzed oxidation of meso-meso–linked zinc(II)-porphyrin ar-
rays (up to dodecamers) with 2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyano-1,4-benzoquinone
(DDQ) led to efficient formation of triply meso-meso–, /-/–, and /-/–linked
zinc(II)-oligoiporphyrins with 62 to 91% yields. These fused tape-shaped por-
phyrin arrays display extremely red-shifted absorption bands that reflect ex-
tensively 0-conjugated electronic systems and a low excitation gap. The lowest
electronic absorption bands become increasingly intensified and red-shifted
upon the increase in the number of porphyrins and eventually reach a peak
electronic excitation for the dodecamer at "3500 wavenumber. The one-
electron oxidation potentials also decreased progressively upon the increase in
the number of porphyrins. These properties in long and rigid molecular shapes
suggest their potential use as molecular wires.

Discrete molecules with a very long 0-system
are of interest as organic conducting materials,
near-infrared (near-IR) dyes, nonlinear optical
materials, and molecular wires (1–3). Numer-
ous attempts that have been made to extend the
0-electronic systems have, however, encoun-
tered serious problems, such as synthetic inac-
cessibility, chemical instability, poor solubility,
and conjugation saturation behavior that arises
through the effective conjugated length (ECL)
effect. The ECL defines the extent of 0-conju-
gated systems in which the electronic delocal-
ization is limited and at which point the optical,
electrochemical, and other physical properties
reach a saturation level that is common with the
analogous polymer (1). A straightforward strat-

egy for maximizing 0-overlap may be to hold
the 0-systems coplanar within a tapelike frame-
work by fusing the units edge-to-edge, to make
a covalently linked long, flat array, but this goal
is synthetically quite demanding. Fused 0-con-
jugated systems are promising also in circum-
venting the above ECL limit, as seen for the
[n]acene series (n # 1 to 7) (1, 4), but extension
to the higher conjugated systems suffers from
problems of poor solubility caused by the re-
sulting planar structures. Within a confined pig-
ment number, charged dyes such as oxonols
and cyanines can escape the ECL effect be-
cause of the absence of the bond alternation
arising from effective resonance (5). Again,
extension to the higher homologs is difficult to
achieve and reveals the ECL effect (6).

Porphyrins are intriguing building units
from which to construct large 0-conjugated
molecules. Two types of conjugated porphy-
rins have been developed, meso-ethyne–

bridged and meso-butadiyne–bridged por-
phyrin arrays (7–9) and fused porphyrin ar-
rays (10–13), both of which show unusual
properties that result from strong 0-conjuga-
tion. Here we report the synthesis of highly
conjugated porphyrin arrays, in which the
electronic 0-conjugation over the arrays is
far stronger than the 0-conjugation of these
precedents, as seen from extremely low-
energy IR electronic excitations.

Recently, we reported the synthesis of
meso-meso–linked porphyrin arrays of up to
128-oligomers by AgI salt–promoted coupling
reaction (14). This extremely long, discrete,
rodlike organic molecule has a molecular
length of about 108 nm. These arrays adopt a
nearly orthogonal conformation that tends to
minimize the electronic interaction between the
neighboring porphyrins (14, 15). The aryl-end–
capped meso-meso–linked CuII-diporphyrin 1
can be converted to triply linked fused dipor-
phyrin 2 by the oxidative double-ring closure
(ODRC) reaction upon treatment with (p-
BrC6H4)3NSbCl6 in C6F6 (Scheme 1) (13). The
planar structure of 2 has been revealed by x-ray
analysis, and full conjugation over the two por-
phyrins has been demonstrated by its substan-
tially broadened and red-shifted absorption
spectrum.

We now describe a highly efficient syn-
thetic method that allows the ODRC reaction
of higher meso-meso–linked Zn(II)-porphy-
rins in good yields. The ODRC reaction was
conducted simply by refluxing a toluene so-
lution of meso-meso–linked Zn(II)-diporphy-
rin 3 in the presence of five equivalents of
2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyano-1,4-benzoquinone
(DDQ) and scandium trifluoromethanesul-
fonate [Sc(OTf )3] for 0.5 hour, which afford-
ed the triply linked fused diporphyrin 4 in
86% yield as a sole product. DDQ or
Sc(OTf )3 alone did not effect any change of
3. Under similar conditions, the Zn(II)-
porphyrin monomer 5 was also effectively
coupled to give triply linked diporphyrin 4 in
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The potential to exploit single-walled carbon nanotubes in 
advanced electronics has been a major goal in nanotechnol-
ogy for over a decade1,2. !is interest stems from the fact that 

carbon nanotubes o"er a combination of small size, high mobil-
ity3,4, large current density and low intrinsic capacitance: moreover, 
their intrinsic cut-o" frequency is expected to be high. Although 
the long-term goal of nanotube researchers has been to replace 
digital CMOS devices made from silicon, and therefore to “extend 
Moore’s law”, a more realistic point of insertion into the market may 
be high-performance analogue radiofrequency (RF) devices, where 
manufacturing tolerances are relaxed and the performance metrics 
required for commercial systems are more suited to the materials 
and device properties of nanotubes. To realize this potential, it must 
be possible to economically manufacture dense aligned arrays of all-
semiconducting nanotubes.

!e use of massively parallel nanotube-based #eld-e"ect tran-
sistors (FETs) for applications such as mobile communication 
devices and radar is at present being investigated in both academic 
and industrial laboratories. So far, numerous nanotube-based FETs 
have been demonstrated using both single nanotubes and thin-#lm 
transistors made from mixtures of semiconducting and metallic 
nano tubes5. (!e nanotubes in these devices can either be aligned or 
randomly oriented.) However, to achieve the highest performance, 
the nanotubes must be aligned at a high density (Fig. 1). Otherwise, 
the mobility is degraded from that of a pristine nanotube, and the 
fringe-#eld capacitance degrades the cut-o" frequency by up to 
two orders of magnitude6. For this reason, the manufacturability of 
aligned arrays is very important, and several techniques have been 
investigated to solve the problems of nanotube alignment and puri-
#cation: the two main techniques are ‘grow in place’ and ‘deposition 
from solution’.

It has been proposed that nanotube-based FETs could, in prin-
ciple, operate at frequencies well into the terahertz regime6–11. 
However, as it might not be possible to economically manufacture 
the perfectly dense perfectly aligned arrays containing only semi-
conducting nanotubes that are needed to achieve this level of per-
formance, it is important to benchmark trade-o"s that result from 
using less-than-perfect arrays. An intriguing aspect of nanotube-
based FETs is a predicted inherent linearity12, which is critically 
important for wireless communication systems. To con#rm and 
quantify these and other device properties under realistic operating 

Nanotube electronics for radiofrequency 
applications
Chris Rutherglen, Dheeraj Jain and Peter Burke*

Electronic devices based on carbon nanotubes are among the candidates to eventually replace silicon-based devices for logic 
applications. Before then, however, nanotube-based radiofrequency transistors could become competitive for high-performance 
analogue components such as low-noise amplifiers and power amplifiers in wireless systems. Single-walled nanotubes are well 
suited for use in radiofrequency transistors because they demonstrate near-ballistic electron transport and are expected to 
have high cut-o! frequencies. To achieve the best possible performance it is necessary to use dense arrays of semiconducting 
nanotubes with good alignment between the nanotubes, but techniques that can economically manufacture such arrays are 
needed to realize this potential. Here we review progress towards nanotube electronics for radiofrequency applications in 
terms of device physics, circuit design and the manufacturing challenges.

conditions, it is important to fabricate, test and demonstrate devices 
with high-density, aligned, all-semiconducting nanotubes in a scal-
able process, and to demonstrate such devices in actual working 
radio systems applications.

Here we review the progress so far in manufacturing, discuss the 
predicted and measured device properties as a function of manu-
facturing tolerances, and consider the implications for applications 
of single-walled nanotubes in analogue (as opposed to digital) RF 
devices and, ultimately, RF systems applications.

Grow in place by chemical vapour deposition
!e most widely used method for growing single-walled nano-
tubes directly onto a substrate has been chemical vapour deposi-
tion (CVD). In general, a substrate holding metal catalyst particles 
is placed within a furnace with a $ow of carbon feedstock gas and 
hydrogen gas at temperatures upwards of 900 ºC. In such an envi-
ronment, carbon nanotubes will grow from the catalyst particles 
with a diameter that is related to the size of these particles. To obtain 
aligned nanotubes during the CVD growth, multiple methods have 
been used to guide the alignment, such as applied electric #elds13,14,  
the gas $ow15–18 and interactions with the substrate. Of these, the 
most successful for obtaining highly dense perfectly aligned arrays 
of nanotubes has been surface-guided growth on single-crystal sub-
strates such as sapphire or quartz19–25. Although the basic alignment 
mechanism remains unclear, it is assumed to involve the interac-
tions between the nanotubes and the substrate’s atomic steps, nano-
facets or crystallographic lattice — or a mixture of these. Nanotube 
lengths of greater than 100 μm, linear densities of 10 nanotubes μm−1 
(with peak values ~50 nanotubes μm−1) and alignment within <0.01º 
have been achieved (Fig. 1c). Furthermore, procedures for transfer-
ring the aligned arrays to other substrates, such as SiO2, or $exible 
substrates have been developed26. !ese techniques allow hetero-
geneous integration of aligned single-walled nanotubes with other 
materials that would not otherwise survive the high temperatures 
involved with the CVD nanotube growth process.

Nanotubes produced by the methane CVD method typically 
yield a mixture of two-thirds semiconducting nanotubes and one-
third metallic nanotubes. !e presence of the metallic nanotubes 
in parallel with the semiconducting nanotubes degrades device 
performance, especially the on/o" ratio and the output resistance. 
Individual nanotube-based FETs have demonstrated on/o" 
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ratios >106, but this ratio is much lower for combinations of metallic 
and semi conducting nanotubes. Although a degradation in the on/
o! ratio is acceptable for analogue RF applications (which relaxes the 
manufacturing requirements for analogue devices compared with 
those for digital devices), the presence of the metallic nanotubes 
also reduces the output resistance, which lowers the gain and fre-
quency of operation, as discussed below. "erefore, it is necessary to 
devise strategies to selectively remove the metallic nanotubes while 
preserving (as much as possible) the semiconducting nanotubes.

Various gas-phase or plasma-etching methods have been devel-
oped to selectively remove metallic nanotubes27,28. Some of these 
methods can be incorporated into the growth process itself 29,30, and 
a combination of ethanol/methanol carbon feedstock mixture and 
copper nanoparticles as the catalyst was recently used to selectively 
grow >95% semiconducting nanotubes with a narrow diameter dis-
tribution and on/o! ratios up to 85 (ref. 29). "is selective growth is 
thought to be due to the OH− radical from methanol selectively etch-
ing the metallic nanotubes during the growth owing to their smaller 
ionization potential compared with the semiconducting variety.

Using such preferential growth, one can further enhance the 
on/o! current ratio by post-growth removal of the metallic nano-
tubes. One such method27 involves the selective etching by hydro-
carbonation of metallic nanotubes with diameters between ~1.3 and 

1.6 nm using a 400 ºC methane plasma treatment to achieve on/
o! ratios of 104–105. It is found that nanotubes having a diameter 
smaller than this range are indiscriminately etched regardless of 
being metallic or semiconducting, whereas those with larger diam-
eters are not a!ected at all. "is general processing method has the 
advantage that it is scalable and compatible with other traditional 
semiconductor processing techniques, although some semicon-
ducting nanotubes are also damaged in the process.

‘Wet etching’ of metallic nanotubes has also been demonstrated. 
"e process originates from the selective reaction of diazonium 
salts with the sidewalls of the nanotubes to signi$cantly perturb 
their electronic and optical properties31–33. On/o! current ratios are 
found to improve to 104.

"e electrical breakdown method is a post-growth treatment 
that involves selectively ‘burning o! ’ metallic nanotubes by apply-
ing a strong gate-bias to deplete or turn o! the semiconducting 
nanotube, thus forcing the current though the metallic nanotubes34. 
By ramping up the drain–source voltage, typically to greater than 
30 V, it is possible to burn o! the metallic nanotubes in the pres-
ence of oxygen. "is process has been shown to improve the on/
o! current ratio upwards of 105, but this improvement comes at the 
cost of decreasing the pre-breakdown mobility owing to the inad-
vertent damaging of the semiconducting nanotubes as a result of 
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Table 1 | Ideal parameter values for making a high-frequency field-e!ect transistor from single-walled nanotubes.
Property/parameter Target value or range Justification
Diameter 1.5–2.0 nm Current is largest in this range54–55.
Chirality Semiconducting and same (n,m) To obtain identical transport properties.
Purity >99% semiconducting nanotubes No metallic nanotubes for high gain and high fmax.
Length >1 μm Nanotube length must be longer than the intended channel length.
Density >10 nanotubes μm−1 Reduces the parasitic capacitance per nanotube; increases current carrying 

capacity; improves impedance matching.
Alignment All parallel Results in higher transconductance and denser nanotube packing.
Uniformity Wafer scale Essential for large-scale processing.

Figure 1 | Di!erent ways to align nanotubes. To make high-frequency field-e"ect transistors from single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs), the nanotubes must 
be aligned, and they must also be long enough to span the source–drain channel. a, The Langmuir-Blodgett method can align SWNTs with a density of 
30 nanotubes μm−1, as shown in this atomic force microscopy image. Reproduced with permission from ref. 42 (© 2007 ACS). b, The spin-coating method 
is capable of aligning 10 nanotubes μm−2, and an alignment of less than 10˚ of the radial axis, as shown in this atomic force microscopy image. Reproduced 
with permission from ref. 51 (© 2008 AAAS). c, Growing SWNTs by CVD on a single-crystal quartz substrate yields a high degree of alignment (<0.01˚), 
as seen in the atomic force microscopy image (top). This method also produces nanotubes with lengths greater than 100 μm between the pair of catalyst 
lines, as shown in the scanning electron microscopy image (bottom). Reproduced with permission from ref. 29 (© 2009 ACS). d, The evaporating-droplet 
method produces densities of 10–20 nanotubes μm−1, and alignment of less than 5˚, as shown in these scanning electron microscopy images. Reproduced 
with permission from ref. 52 (© 2008 ACS). e, Dielectrophoresis uses the electric field to attract and align SWNTs between a pair of electrodes, as seen in 
this scanning electron microscopy image. Reproduced with permission from ref. 43 (© 2008 AIP).
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the Joule heating produced by adjacent metallic nanotubes. Such 
reduction in mobility has been found to result in a post-breakdown 
mobility of up to half its pre-breakdown value for the standard 
two-thirds semiconductor/one-third metallic mix with densities of 
~10 nanotubes μm−1 (refs 35–38). As the density is further increased 
and the distance between nanotubes becomes smaller, one would 
anticipate this collateral damage to adjacent nanotubes to be even 
more severe. From the scalability perspective, one would face the 
additional challenge of applying the necessary high voltage to each 
device on the wafer: an alternative approach that relies on micro-
waves39 or light40 to selectively burn o# the metallic nanotubes has 
had some limited success.

Deposition from solution
Radiofrequency FETs can also be made using the ‘deposition from 
solution’ technique. A variety of techniques have been developed 
to sort as-produced single-walled nanotubes: these include selec-
tive chemistry, chromatographic separation and electrophoretic 
separation (see ref. 41 for a review). Using these techniques, or a 
combination of them, in the near future it should be feasible to pre-
pare a solution of nanotubes in which all the nanotubes have the 
same length and the same chirality. ($e chirality of a nanotube is 
denoted by two integers (n,m) which de%ne the direction in which 
a hypothetical sheet of graphene would be rolled up to form that 
nanotube, and which also determine the diameter of the nanotube 
and whether it is metallic or semiconducting.)

When sorting nanotubes for applications in electronics the key 
challenges are: the economy of the process; the ability to sort large 
diameter (>1.5 nm) nanotubes; and the ability to sort su&ciently 
long nanotubes (ideally >1 μm) so that their length is longer than the 
source–drain spacing. Once these challenges (which do not seem to 
be insurmountable) have been solved, the remaining challenges will 
include learning how to deposit and assemble the nanotubes into an 
aligned array, and understanding how residual surfactants in'uence 
the electronic properties of the array once it has been assembled. 
(Nanotubes tend to be insoluble, so it is usually necessary to func-
tionalize them %rst to make them soluble before they can be used 
in ‘deposition from solution’ methods.) Progress in these areas is 
reviewed below.

In the Langmuir-Blodgett technique a solution of nanotubes is 
spread on top of water in a Langmuir-Blodgett trough (in much the 
same way that oil spreads to form a slick on water), and movable bar-
riers in the trough are used to subject the sample to cycles of compres-
sion and retraction, which results in the formation of a self-assembled 
monolayer of nanotubes. $e nanotubes are then transferred onto a 
solid substrate by successively dipping the substrate through the 
mono layer. $is method42 has yielded linearly aligned tubes with 
packing densities of more than 30 nanotubes μm−1 (Fig. 1a), and the 
process is conceivably scalable to wafer-scale processing.

Nanotubes can be aligned using a.c. electric %elds and then 
deposited between two closely spaced electrodes using dielec-
trophoresis43–46 (Fig. 1e). A disadvantage of this process is its ten-
dency to preferentially accumulate metallic nanotubes owing to 
their stronger polarizability compared with semiconducting nano-
tubes47–50. $e other challenges include scaling up the process for 
wafer-scale production and combating the tendency of the nano-
tubes to form bundles during deposition.

Spin coating is a simple technique that involves spinning a wafer 
(usually made of silicon) at high speeds, and dripping a solution of 
nanotubes onto it so that they are deposited in a radially aligned 
pattern51. Although on/o# ratios of >105 have been achieved, the 
devices have a low on-state current owing to the very large sheet 
resistance of the nanotube %lm. So far the densities obtained have 
been ~10 nanotubes μm−2 with moderate alignment (within ~10º 
of the radial axis51; Fig. 1b). (For randomly aligned nanotubes, 
researchers tend to quote areal rather than linear densities.)
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Figure 2 | The nanotube field-e!ect transistor. a, Schematic showing 
a FET in which the channel is an array of single-walled nanotubes: W is 
the gate width, Lgate is the gate length, d is the pitch (or spacing) of the 
nanotubes, Vgs and Vds are the gate–source and drain–source voltages, and 
Ids is the drain–source current. For RF-FETs, aligned arrays of nanotubes 
are needed to improve the impedance matching and increase the 
transconductance, the on-state current and the power density of the 
device. The fringe electrical fields from the gate to the source and drain 
give rise to the parasitic capacitance. b, A small-signal equivalent circuit for 
a nanotube-based FET where gm is the transconductance, Cgs the intrinsic 
gate capacitance, and gd the channel conductance (which can be significant 
if metallic nanotubes are present). These components encompass the 
‘intrinsic’ portion of the device. The components outside the dashed line 
are parasitic elements: Cp,gs and Cp,gd are the gate–source and gate–drain 
parasitic capacitances, Rp,s and Rp,d are parasitic resistances for the source 
and drain, and Rgate is the resistance of the gate electrode. c, Schematic 
showing how the current through a nanotube transistor Ids varies with the 
voltage across the transistor Vds at three di!erent values of the gate voltage 
Vgs. In practical applications the transistor is operated in the saturation 
regime at the values of Vds and Vgs that give the optimum performance for 
a particular application (such as the highest gain or lowest noise). For d.c. 
voltages, the transconductance gm depends on how Ids changes with respect 
to the changes in Vgs, whereas the channel conductance gd depends on how 
Ids changes with respect to the changes in Vds.
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!e evaporating-droplet method has been successful in achiev-
ing self-assembled bands of high-density (~10–20 nanotubes μm−1) 
aligned (within 5º of one another) nanotubes52 (Fig. 1d). Similarly, 
using polar and nonpolar features patterned onto the substrate, 
linear droplet lines were formed and controlled nanotube deposi-
tion was achieved53. Although the process is conceivably scalable, 
the formation of periodic bands of aligned nanotubes could limit 
its utility for certain applications52,53.

Table 1 summarizes the properties required of the $nal nano-
tube array for analogue RF electronics applications. Many of the 
techniques reviewed above can meet one or more of these metrics, 
such as diameters in the range 1.5–2 nm (required for high cur-
rent54,55), but no single technique can meet all of them. !erefore, it 
is likely that some combination of the techniques will be required 
to meet the $nal requirements for practical device performance, 
which we discuss next.

Impact of array density on RF device performance
In the small-signal limit, the a.c. performance of RF transis-
tors can be represented by a linear circuit model consisting of a 

voltage-dependent current source (the transconductance) plus 
associated resistances and capacitances (Fig. 2b). Such a model 
completely describes the input and output impedances, the voltage 
gain and the current gain, all of which depend on frequency.

Two di%erent de$nitions of gain are widely used to character-
ize the frequency response of the transistor56: the current gain H21 
is de$ned as the output current divided by the input current, and 
Mason’s unilateral gain U is the power gain realized under conjugate 
impedance-matching at the input and output when the transistor is 
unilateralized (that is, embedded in a feedback network to isolate 
the output from the input) using a lossless reciprocal network57. For 
bipolar transistors in the low-frequency limit, H21 is better known 
as β, and can intuitively be considered as the current gain. For FET 
devices, the current gain is less intuitive, and the cut-o% or transition 
frequency fT — the frequency at which H21 falls to unity (0 dB) — is 
the most commonly quoted $gure of merit, and is de$ned as such 
for both bipolar and FET technology. A more useful number for 
FETs is the maximum frequency of oscillation fmax, which is the fre-
quency at which U drops to unity.

Using the e%ective RF circuit model shown in Fig. 2b, we can 
express the cut-o% frequency of a nanotube FET as:

where gm is the transconductance, gd is the drain conductance, Cgs is 
the gate capacitance, Cp,gd and Cp,gs are the parasitic gate-drain and 
gate-source capacitances, and Rp,s and Rp,d are the parasitic series 
resistance for the source and drain58. !is is sometimes referred to 
as the extrinsic cut-o% frequency to di%erentiate it from the intrinsic 
cut-o% frequency (the calculated cut-o% frequency when parasitics 

f
g
2 C C C R R g C g R R

Figure 3 | Improvements over time. a, Maximum operating frequency (on 
a log scale) versus year for nanotube FETs. The maximum ring-oscillation 
frequency is plotted for the early work at Delft69, Stanford70 and IBM71, and 
the cut-o! frequency is plotted for the later work at RF Nano Corporation 
(RFNC)60, NEC72, Institut d’Electronique, de Microélectronique et de 
Nanotechnologie (IEMN)68,73–75,77 and the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign (UIUC)35,63,76. b, Length of individual single-walled nanotubes 
(on a log scale) produced by laser ablation (purple triangles) and chemical 
vapour deposition (green circles) versus year. Although nanotubes longer 
than ~1 cm could conceivably be produced, the chambers of scanning 
electron microscopes are not large enough to characterize such long 
nanotubes. Ropes and yarns of much longer lengths have since been made. 
Figure reproduced with permission from ref. 78 (© 2007 World Scientific).

Figure 4 | Frequency performance of di!erent materials. State-of-the-art 
frequency performance of traditional silicon65,80–82 devices, iii–v 
semiconductor devices (InP high electron mobility transistor (HEMT)65, 
GaAs metamorphic-HEMT65,83, and GaAs pseudomorphic-HEMT65), 
nanotube-based FETs63,68,75,76 and graphene FETs84–86,115 versus gate length. 
Data points for the nanotube-based FETs are the ‘extrinsic’ cut-o! 
frequency. Silicon and iii–v semiconductor data courtesy of Frank Schwierz.
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are ignored). Sometimes, it is numerically justi!able to ignore the 
e"ects of parasitic circuit elements, but with nanotube-based FETs 
they are usually signi!cant at all frequencies. #us, the intrinsic cut-
o" frequency is given by:

#e intrinsic cut-o" frequency can be considered the ultimate 
frequency performance of the device when it is not slowed down 
by external circuit elements. As Rp,s and Rp,d are usually external 
metal electrodes, they can o$en be made smaller with modest 
e"ort. #e value of gd would ideally be zero, but in the presence 
of metallic nanotubes, it can be signi!cant. However, the most 
important extrinsic element is the parasitic capacitance. For an 
individual nanotube-based FET, the parasitic capacitance Cp,gs is 
typically about two orders of magnitude larger than the intrinsic 
capacitance Cgs. (Typically, the values of both Cp,gs and Cp,gd are 
~10–16 F μm−1 of the gate width, whereas the Cgs of an individual 
nanotube is ~10–17 F μm−1 of the nanotube length.) #is reduces the 
cut-o" frequency of individual nanotube-based FETs by about two 
orders of magnitude below its intrinsic limit6,7,59–61.

To achieve the ultimate (intrinsic) limit, one must use very 
dense, parallel arrays of nanotubes because this increases gm and 
Cgs while keeping the parasitic capacitance approximately constant. 
#e need to use arrays to achieve the best possible performance is 
the most important conclusion of this Review Article.

To improve the frequency performance it is important to 
understand how the intrinsic cut-o" frequency scales with gate 
length Lgate. First, as Cgs is proportional to the gate area, Cgs for 
a nanotube is proportional to Lgate. At present, it is not known 
how gm for a nanotube scales with Lgate, so we use classical FET 
theory as a guide. If Lgate is long, the electric !eld E will be small 
(because E = Vds/Lgate, where Vds is the drain–source voltage), and 
the electron dri$ velocity will be given by vdri$ = μE, where μ is 
the mobility. On the other hand, if Lgate is short, then E will be 
large, and vdri$ will saturate at a value denoted by vsat. Knowing 
vdri$ we can calculate the transconductance and then the cut-o" 
frequency in these two limits by using the following expression 
for the drain–source current Ids = vdri$ne, where e is the charge 
of an individual electron, and the charge density n = (Cgs/2eLgate)
(Vgs − VT), where Vgs is the gate–source voltage, and the threshold 
voltage VT is related to the gate– and drain–source voltages by the 
expression Vds = (Vgs − VT) in the current-saturation regime. For 
long gates and small electric !elds we !nd the transconductance to 
be μCgs(Vgs − VT)/Lgate

2; for short gates and large electric !elds it is 
given by vsat(Cgs/Lgate). Consequently, the cut-o" frequency can be 
represented by two limits:

#e question of the de!nition of ‘large’ versus ‘small’ depends on 
the details of the velocity-!eld curve for carbon nanotubes, which is 
di'cult to measure. Still, it is generally accepted that GHz frequency 
operation will involve going into the short-gate-length regime, so the 
mobility will not be the appropriate !gure of merit to determine the 
response time of the transistor. In nanotubes the value of vsat is esti-
mated to be ≈ 1.2–2 × 107 cm s−1 (based on carefully modelling both 
the d.c.62 and RF63 performance). Using these values, the predicted 
‘intrinsic’ cut-o" frequency will be ≈ 20–30 GHz/Lgate (μm) (depend-
ing on the value of vsat assumed), which is comparable to the best iii–v 
semiconductors.

fT,intrinsic = 
2πCgs
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On the other hand, for long-channel devices (such as printed 
electronic devices with channel lengths that are longer than 10 
μm), the e"ective mobility determines the cut-o" frequency, and 
here individual nanotubes also have mobilities comparable to the 
best iii–v semiconductors. So far, nanotube-array devices that 
realize this intrinsic limit have not yet been demonstrated, owing 
to limitations from parasitic capacitances (see below), but with 
dense enough arrays, it should be possible to approach this intrin-
sic speed limit.

In the extreme short-channel limit (where transport is ballistic 
from source to drain), it has been argued that the carrier-injection 
velocity into the channel strongly in,uences the cut-o" frequency, 
so the mobility also becomes important in this limit64. Moreover, we 
should note that the above arguments apply mainly to ‘ideal’ struc-
tures where short-channel e"ects, parasitic e"ects and the overall 
design (for example, metal oxide !eld-e"ect transistor (MOSFET) 
versus high electron mobility transistor (HEMT)) are not impor-
tant, so they provide only a qualitative guide in the extreme short-
channel limit. (See ref. 65 for more details).

How does one construct a thin-!lm transistor (TFT) that 
achieves the intrinsic limit discussed above? In general, the best 
approach is to reduce the relative importance of the parasitic 
capacitances (which are mainly due to the fringe !elds from the 
electrodes, and depend only mildly on the device geometry). #us, 
by increasing the number of nanotubes per width, one increases 
the transconductance gm without a signi!cant increase in the para-
sitic capacitance, allowing the ultimate limit to be reached. In this 
context, it is important to quantify the relationship between the 
cut-o" frequency and the intrinsic cut-o" frequency as a function 
of nanotube array density.

In the limit of sparse nanotube arrays (that is, when the pitch 
(or spacing) between the nanotubes d is larger than gate–tube 

Figure 5 | Resistance performance. Resistance versus length for individual 
single-walled nanotubes at room temperature (except for the data point 
at 76 kΩ, 20 μm (left-most green circle), which was measured at 4.2 K; 
ref. 62) from various labs around the world. The Cornell University data90 
were taken by using an atomic force microscope to measure the voltage 
drop on an individual nanotube, whereas the Columbia University data91,92 
were taken with multiple contacts on an individual nanotube. The data 
points from University of California, Irvine88,89, University of Maryland, 
College Park4,62 and Stanford University93–95 are for distinct nanotubes. All 
the data are consistent with single-walled nanotubes having a resistance 
of about 6 kΩ μm−1 (dotted line). The ballistic limit (solid blue line) is the 
lowest contact resistance allowed by quantum mechanics. Reproduced 
with permission from ref. 87 (© 2009 Wiley).
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separation), and neglecting Rp,s and Rp,d in equation (1), the cut-o! 
frequency7 in the presence of parasitic capacitances can be 
written as:

where Cgs,1 is the nanotube–gate capacitance of an individual nano-
tube, and Cw is the parasitic capacitance per gate width de"ned as 
(Cp,gd + Cp,gs)/W, where W is the gate width (see Fig. 2). Typically6, 
Cw is ~10–16 F μm−1 and Cgs,1 ≈ 10–17 F × Lgate (μm) so that, ideally, one 
wants the spacing between the nanotubes to be less than 0.1 μm 
(that is, a density of 10 nanotubes μm−1 or higher), for the cut-o! 
frequency not to be signi"cantly degraded by the external (para-
sitic) capacitance. 'is is achievable using some of the deposition 
methods described above.

Although the nanotube density is the critical parameter, gd, Rp,s, 
and Rp,d can cause further degradation in fT as seen in equation 
(1). At even higher densities, screening by adjacent nanotubes will 
e!ect the values (per nanotube) of the transconductance and gate 
capacitance35,66. However, these e!ects cancel in the calculation of 
the cut-o! frequency, so equation (2) is still valid in the presence of 
screening, but the value of Cgs,1 will be reduced compared with the 
sparse case.

For RF applications, power gain is the important "gure of merit 
(rather than current gain), so fmax is also an important parameter. A 
typical approximation for fmax is (see ref. 58):

where Rgate is the gate resistance. 'e value of fmax can be made as 
high as possible by increasing the density of the nanotubes in the 
array to make Cp,gd as small as possible. However, the presence of 

fT = fT,intrinsic ( (1+ dCw
Cgs,1

1
(2)
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metallic nanotubes in the array will lead to a non-zero value of gd, 
which will reduce fmax, and this is one of the reasons for removing 
the metallic nanotubes. A comprehensive study of the e!ects of both 
Rgate and the presence of metallic nanotubes on fmax is an important 
next step in the development of RF devices67.

Although fT and fmax are generally of the same order of magni-
tude, either one can be higher than the other depending on the 
device characteristics (see, for example, Fig. 14 in ref. 65). 'is is 
especially important for nanotube transistors, where fT can be an 
order of magnitude higher than fmax (ref. 68). 'us, both fT and fmax 
should be compared when comparing the performance of di!erent 
nanotube transistors.

Devices and measurements
Frequency performance has improved in the past few years, with 
individual nanotube-based FETs reaching frequencies up to 52 MHz 
in a multistage ring-oscillator69–71, and arrays of nanotubes showing 
cut-o! frequencies of up to ~10 GHz (refs 35,60,63,68,72–77; see 
Fig. 3a). 'e maximum length of nanotubes has also increased78 
(Fig. 3b). 'e next challenge on the road to higher frequencies is to 
increase the nanotube density and the percentage of semiconduct-
ing nanotubes.

'e highest frequencies reported so far have been for nanotube 
devices made from samples with about two-thirds semiconducting 
nanotubes and densities of 5 nanotubes μm−1 grown by CVD on 
quartz63,76, or from samples that are mostly (90–95%) metallic but 
have been deposited at higher densities with dielectrophoresis68,75. 
Both device families achieve cut-o! frequencies of ~10 GHz with 
gate lengths ~0.3 μm, indicating that if the fraction of semiconduct-
ing nanotubes or density can be improved, the cut-o! frequency 
can be substantially increased. 'is should be possible by starting 
with the samples of puri"ed semiconducting nanotubes that have 
recently become available in a number of labs (see, for example, 
refs 68 and 79).

To compare nanotubes with other materials, we plot the cut-o! 
frequency versus gate length for nanotubes, graphene and various 
semiconductors in Fig. 4 (see refs 63,65,68,75,76,80–86). Although 
it is o(en assumed that high-mobility materials are needed to make 
high-speed FETs, this relationship generally only holds true for 
devices with long channels, as discussed above. For example, for 
submicrometre gate lengths, the speed advantages of iii–v semicon-
ductors such as GaAs and InP over Si-MOSFETs65 are mainly due to 
higher saturation velocities. Graphene-based FETs use two-dimen-
sional sheets of carbon atoms as the channel material (as opposed 
to the one-dimensional tubes of carbon atoms used in nanotube-
based FETs), and a recent report of an extrinsic cut-o! frequency 
of ~26 GHz for a 150-nm-gate-length device is on a par with the 
performance of the best nanotube-based FETs if we allow for the 
di!erence in gate length85 (Fig. 4). However, as described above, the 
use of denser arrays will lead to increases in the cut-o! frequency 
for nanotube FETs.

In contrast to submicrometre devices, the e!ective mobility is 
an important "gure-of-merit for TFT devices with long channel 
lengths. It is generally agreed3 that electron–phonon scattering lim-
its the peak mobility of an individual nanotube to between 6,000 and 
10,000 cm2 V–1 s–1, with the resistance being about 6 kΩ μm−1 
(Fig. 5 and refs 87–95). 'e mean free-path inferred from these 
measurements (at low electric "elds) is ~1 μm. For arrays or thin 
"lms of nanotubes, the e!ective mobility is related to the nanotube 
density, alignment and fraction of semiconducting nanotubes5. It is 
generally believed that a thin "lm of nanotubes, suitably prepared, 
should be able to achieve an ‘e!ective’ mobility comparable to that 
of a single nanotube level, but this has not been demonstrated yet.

In Fig. 6, we plot the mobility versus year for nanotube "lms pre-
pared by the two methods discussed earlier — grow in place with 
CVD, and deposition from solution — along with the mobility of 
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Figure 6 | Mobility performance. For long-channel devices, the mobility 
is important in achieving a large transconductance and a high cut-o! 
frequency. This plot shows mobility versus year for TFTs made by two 
methods: devices made from single-walled nanotubes grown by CVD are 
shown as red squares35,76,96-103, and devices made from nanotubes deposited 
from solution are shown as green circles (refs 51,52,104,105 and M. Ishida, 
S. Toguchi, H. Hongo and F. Nihet, unpublished observation). TFTs grown by 
CVD on single-crystal quartz substrates (red squares inside dashed line) 
have the highest mobilities. As a comparison, mobility values for n-type 
(undoped) silicon, strained silicon, an individual single-walled nanotube 
(diameter ~2 nm) and gallium arsenide are also shown.
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a pristine nanotube and the mobilities reported for other materi-
als (refs 35,51,52,76,96–105 and M. Ishida, S. Toguchi, H. Hongo 
and F. Nihet, unpublished observation). We plot mobility values 
computed using μ = (l/WCgs)(1/Vds)∂Ids/∂Vgs from data measured 
typically in the linear regime (low Vds). However, devices typically 
operate in the saturation regime (high Vds), so the mobility num-
bers quoted in the literature (typically measured at low Vds) are not 
always a good guide to device performance.

"e mobilities of randomly aligned mats of nanotubes grown 
in place on silicon and those deposited from solution are compa-
rable, with wide scatter due to di#erences in the nanotube den-
sity, average length and, possibly, other parameters. It is generally 
found that the mobility (which should be independent of gate 
length for single nanotubes) increases with increasing gate length, 
even for nanotube $lms of nominally the same quality. Generally 
speaking, we still do not have a reliable method for predicting the 
$nal device mobility based on the detailed preparation parame-
ters. However, the mobility of nanotube arrays grown by CVD on 
quartz35,76,101,102 are much higher than those deposited from solu-
tion onto other substrates.

Nanotubes deposited from solution have much higher mobili-
ties than organic semiconductors (which typically have mobilities 
of ~1 cm2 V–1 s–1; ref. 106), and therefore they could compete with 
organics in applications that require only moderate mobilities such 
as low-cost printed electronic circuits. Although techniques for 
making printed circuits typically achieve resolutions (and hence 
gate lengths) of ~10 μm, the recent introduction of self-aligned 
techniques to the manufacture of printed circuits has allowed 
submicrometre gate lengths to be achieved, even in inkjet printed 
devices107. "is approach has been shown to minimize the overlap 
parasitic capacitance and has made it possible to achieve a cut-o# 
frequency 1.6 MHz from a starting material with a mobility of 
~0.2 cm2 V–1 s–1 and a gate length of 200 nm. If this new self-aligned 
approach to making printed electronics could be combined with 
the nanotube TFTs made with the solution-based approach (which 
have mobilities up to about 200 cm2 V–1 s–1; M. Ishida, S. Toguchi, 
H. Hongo and F. Nihet, unpublished observation), it might be pos-
sible (neglecting velocity saturation e#ects discussed above) to 
increase the cut-o# frequency by a factor of 1,000 to give fT > 1 GHz. 
Such an accomplishment would represent a great leap forward on 
the road to high-frequency low-cost circuit applications such as all-
printed RF identi$cation tags108.

Demonstrations of nanotubes in RF applications
Recently, several groups have gone beyond device characterization 
and demonstrated applications in actual radio systems. Although 
these radios are not yet commercially competitive with existing sys-
tems, it is an important milestone to be able to demonstrate operat-
ing systems.

Our lab at the University of California, Irivne109 and another lab at 
the University of California, Berkeley110 have used a nanotube as the 
demodulator in a radio receiver, and have demonstrated a functioning 
radio that can pick up a signal generated in the lab by a separate gen-
erator and play music broadcast wirelessly across a room. Since the 
demodulation occurs owing to the nonlinearity in the source–drain 
current–voltage characteristics, it does not matter whether a metal-
lic or semiconducting nanotube is used in this case. "e nanotube 
itself simply detected an amplitude-modulated (AM) signal (replac-
ing the diode in a classical AM radio) and, as such, does not present 
any particular advantage, other than small size. Moreover, the over-
all radio system is still large because the external components (the 
antenna, battery, audio ampli$er and so on) are still large (Fig. 7). "e 
UC Berkeley work adds further functionality by using the mechanical 
resonance frequency of the nanotube as an integrated RF $lter, an ele-
gant step towards an integrated nanoradio, but at the cost of requiring 
a high vacuum. Furthermore, neither of these radios were sensitive 

enough to receive weak radio signals from local radio stations due to 
lack of an RF pre-ampli$er at the front end.

A recent collaboration between the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign and Northrop Grumman has demonstrated the 
$rst RF ampli$er based on a nanotube FET, and used it in an entire 
AM radio system76. Separate nanotube transistors also functioned 
as the RF detector (actually mixer) and audio ampli$er. Because an 
RF pre-ampli$er was used, the radio was able to receive weak sig-
nals from a local radio station. "is demonstrates the application of 
nanotube electronics into a fully functional system.

Although these demonstrations show that it is possible to make 
nanoscale components, a true nanoradio would require all the com-
ponents — including the power source (battery), antenna and the 
signal-processing elements — to be nanoscale. Using the RF $eld 
itself as a power source would completely obviate the need for the bat-
tery, while the use of on-chip antennas111 or even nano-antennas112,113 
would allow for much smaller radios. More research is needed to 
address the trade-o#s between e&ciency, required external power, 
antenna size and heating. Based on standard CMOS technology, we 
have argued that a single-chip radio system (including antenna and 
providing space for on-board sensors) of size 100 × 100 × 1 μm is 
feasible, which begins to approach the size of a single living cell114. A 
true nanoradio should eventually be possible with further develop-
ments in nanotechnology.
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Figure 7 | Nanotubes are performing increasingly complex roles in AM 
radios. a, A nanotube (CNT) acts as a RF detector in an AM radio. The 
other components in this demonstration include a signal generator, which 
is used to transmit (TX) wirelessly an amplitude-modulated signal (sig. 
gen. w/mod) to the receiver (RX), which consists of a bias tee, a di!erential 
amplifier (di!. amp.), a speaker and battery. Reproduced with permission 
from ref. 109 (© 2007 ACS). b, A nanotube in high vacuum acts as a RF 
detector and an integrated RF filter in an AM radio, where an oscillating 
electric field (Eradsin(ωct)) induces the vibration of the tube. Reproduced 
with permission from ref. 110 (© 2007 ACS). c, Nanotube-based FETs act 
as the RF pre-amplifier, detector (mixer) and audio-frequency amplifier, 
thus demonstrating a complete AM radio system. Reproduced with 
permission from ref. 76 (© 2008 PNAS).
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Summary
To obtain high-performance nanotube-based RF-FETs, dense aligned 
arrays of all-semiconducting nanotubes are required. Progress in 
this direction has been rapid, and there are several potential routes 
towards manufacturing such materials. !e advantages of high line-
arity predicted for one-dimensional materials, together with relaxed 
manufacturing tolerances, may be the de"ning advantage over other 
materials for analogue RF devices. Initial systems have been demon-
strated by multiple research labs, and if the previous rate of progress 
is any indication, it is entirely feasible that, rather than extending 
Moore’s law for digital electronics, the initial point of insertion of 
nanotube technology into commercial electronics markets will be 
in wireless communications systems of various kinds.
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Graphene transistors
Frank Schwierz1*

Graphene has changed from being the exclusive domain of condensed-matter physicists to being explored by those in the 
electron-device community. In particular, graphene-based transistors have developed rapidly and are now considered an option 
for post-silicon electronics. However, many details about the potential performance of graphene transistors in real applications 
remain unclear. Here I review the properties of graphene that are relevant to electron devices, discuss the trade-o!s among these 
properties and examine their e!ects on the performance of graphene transistors in both logic and radiofrequency applications. 
I conclude that the excellent mobility of graphene may not, as is often assumed, be its most compelling feature from a device 
perspective. Rather, it may be the possibility of making devices with channels that are extremely thin that will allow graphene 
field-e!ect transistors to be scaled to shorter channel lengths and higher speeds without encountering the adverse short-
channel e!ects that restrict the performance of existing devices. Outstanding challenges for graphene transistors include 
opening a sizeable and well-defined bandgap in graphene, making large-area graphene transistors that operate in the current-
saturation regime and fabricating graphene nanoribbons with well-defined widths and clean edges.

Every now and again, a single paper ignites a revolution in science 
and technology. Such a revolution was started in October 2004, 
when condensed-matter physicists reported that they had pre-

pared graphene—two-dimensional sheets of carbon atoms—and 
observed the electric !eld e"ect in their samples1. It was not long 
before this new material attracted the attention of the electron-device 
community, and today a growing number of groups are successfully 
fabricating graphene transistors. Major chip-makers are now active 
in graphene research and the International Technology Roadmap for 
Semiconductors, the strategic planning document for the semicon-
ductor industry, considers graphene to be among the candidate mate-
rials for post-silicon electronics2.

Several excellent reviews on the basic science of graphene have 
been published in recent years3–5. Given the growing interest in graph-
ene in the electron-device community, and ongoing discussions of the 
potential of graphene transistors, a review article focusing on graph-
ene devices is timely. Here, from the point of view of a device engi-
neer, I discuss the potential of graphene as a new material for electron 
devices, and summarize the state of the art for graphene transistors. 
I will focus mostly on the !eld-e"ect transistor (FET), because this is 
the most successful device concept in electronics and because most 
work on graphene devices so far has been related to FETs.

Two principal divisions of semiconductor electronics are digital 
logic devices and radiofrequency devices. #e degree of readiness to 
introduce new device concepts is generally higher for radiofrequency 
applications, in part because the fortunes of digital logic depend 
almost entirely on the performance of a single type of device: the sili-
con metal–oxide–semiconductor FET (MOSFET). For decades, mak-
ing MOSFETs smaller has been key to the progress in digital logic. 
#is size scaling has enabled the complexity of integrated circuits 
to double every 18 months, leading to signi!cant improvements in 
performance and decreases in price per transistor6,7. Today, proces-
sors containing two billion MOSFETs, many with gate lengths of just 
30 nm, are in mass production (Fig. 1).

Because the fabrication of integrated circuits is highly complex, 
semiconductor fabrication plants are extremely expensive (at present 
costing several billion US dollars). Furthermore, because scaling 
alone has provided the needed performance improvements from 
one generation of integrated circuits to the next, there has been lit-
tle motivation for the chip-makers to introduce devices based on a 
fundamentally di"erent physics or on a material other than silicon. 

However, there is a consensus in the community that MOSFET scal-
ing is approaching its limits and that, in the long run, it will be neces-
sary to introduce new material and device concepts to ensure that 
performance continues to improve.

#e situation is di"erent for radiofrequency electronics. #is 
!eld was dominated by defence applications until the late 1980s, 
and although it moved into the mainstream in the 1990s owing to 
advances in wireless communications, the military continued to 
provide generous !nancial support for research into new radio- 
frequency devices. #is, together with the fact that radiofrequency 
circuits are much less complex than digital logic chips, has led to 
makers of radiofrequency chips being more open to new device 
concepts. An indication of this is the large variety of di"erent tran-
sistor types and materials used in radiofrequency electronics: these 
include high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs) based on iii–v 
semiconductors such as GaAs and InP, silicon n-channel MOSFETs, 
and di"erent types of bipolar transistor8,9.
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As I discuss below, graphene is potentially well suited to radiofre-
quency applications because of its promising carrier transport prop-
erties and its purely two-dimensional structure. !is, combined with 
the relative openness of the radiofrequency-electronics industry to 
new materials, suggests that graphene might make its "rst appearance 
in radiofrequency applications rather than in logic circuits.

FET physics: what really matters
A FET consists of a gate, a channel region connecting source and 
drain electrodes, and a barrier separating the gate from the channel 
(Fig. 2a). !e operation of a conventional FET relies on the control of 
the channel conductivity, and thus the drain current, by a voltage, VGS, 
applied between the gate and source.

For high-speed applications, FETs should respond quickly to vari-
ations in VGS; this requires short gates and fast carriers in the channel. 
Unfortunately, FETs with short gates frequently su#er from degraded 
electrostatics and other problems (collectively known as short-

channel e#ects), such as threshold-voltage roll-o#, drain-induced 
barrier lowering, and impaired drain-current saturation7,10. Scaling 
theory predicts that a FET with a thin barrier and a thin gate-control-
led region (measured in the vertical direction in Fig. 2a) will be robust 
against short-channel e#ects down to very short gate lengths (meas-
ured in the horizontal direction in Fig. 2a)11. !e possibility of hav-
ing channels that are just one atomic layer thick is perhaps the most 
attractive feature of graphene for use in transistors. (Mobility, which 
is o$en considered to be graphene’s most useful property for appli-
cations in nanoelectronics, is discussed later.) By comparison, the 
channels in iii–v HEMTs are typically 10–15 nm thick, and although 
silicon-on-insulator MOSFETs with channel (that is, silicon body) 
thicknesses of less than 2 nm have been reported12, rough interfaces 
caused their mobility to deteriorate. More importantly, the body of 
these MOSFETs showed thickness 'uctuations that will lead to unac-
ceptably large threshold-voltage variations (and similar problems are 
expected to occur when the thickness of the channel in a iii–v HEMT 
is reduced to only a few nanometres). !ese problems occur at thick-
nesses that are many times greater than the thickness of graphene.

!e series resistances between the channel and the source and 
drain terminals are also important, and their adverse impact on the 
FET becomes more pronounced as the gate length decreases13. !us, 
device engineers devote considerable e#ort to developing transis-
tor designs in which short-channel e#ects are suppressed and series 
resistances are minimized.

Modern digital logic is based on silicon complementary metal 
oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology. CMOS logic gates con-
sist of both n- and p-channel MOSFETs that can switch between the 
on-state (with a large on-current, Ion, and VGS = ±VDD, where VDD is 
the maximum voltage supplied to the device) and the o#-state (with 
a small o#-current, Io#, and VGS = 0). In the terminology of digital 
logic, a gate is not the gate terminal of a transistor but a combi-
nation of two or more transistors that can perform a certain logic 
operation. !e value of VGS at which the FET is just on the verge 
of switching on is the threshold voltage, V!. Figure 2b shows the 
transfer characteristics of an n-channel FET indicating the on-state 
and the o#-state. Useful measures with which to assess the switch-
ing behaviour are the subthreshold swing, S (relevant to the sub-
threshold region), and the terminal transconductance, gmt (relevant 
to the above-threshold region).

In the steady state, a certain number of the MOSFETs in a CMOS 
logic gate are always switched o# so that no current—except the 
small Io#—'ows through the gate14. !e ability of silicon MOSFETs 
to switch o# enables silicon CMOS to o#er extremely low static 
power dissipation (which is the reason why silicon CMOS has 
bested all competing logic technologies). !us, any successor to the 
silicon MOSFET that is to be used in CMOS-like logic must have 
excellent switching capabilities, as well as an on–o# ratio, Ion/Io#, of 
between 104 and 107 (ref. 2). In a conventional FET, this requires 
semiconducting channels with a sizeable bandgap, preferably 
0.4 eV or more. Moreover, n- and p-channel FETs with symmetrical 
threshold voltages, that is, with V!,n = −V!,p, are needed for proper 
CMOS operation.

In radiofrequency applications, however, switch-o# is not required 
per se. In small-signal ampli"ers, for example, the transistor is oper-
ated in the on-state and small radiofrequency signals that are to be 
ampli"ed are superimposed onto the d.c. gate–source voltage. To dis-
cuss the radiofrequency performance of FETs, I use the equivalent 
circuit from Fig. 3a and focus on the cut-o# frequency, fT, which is the 
frequency at which the magnitude of the small-signal current gain 
rolls o# to unity. !e cut-o# frequency is the most widely used "gure 
of merit for radiofrequency devices and is, in e#ect, the highest fre-
quency at which a FET is useful in radiofrequency applications.

As can be seen from the expression for fT given in Table 1 
(refs 7,8), the cut-o# frequency can be maximized by making the 
intrinsic transconductance, gm, as large as possible and making the 
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drain conductance, gds, and all the capacitances and resistances in the 
equivalent circuit (Fig. 3) as small as possible7,8. However, the values 
of all these quantities vary with the applied d.c. gate–source voltage, 
VGS, and the applied d.c. drain–source voltage, VDS. As shown exem-
plarily for a typical GaAs HEMT15,16 (Fig. 3b,c),VDS has a pronounced 
e!ect on the FET performance. For this transistor, fT peaks around 
VDS = 1 V, that is, deep in the region of drain-current saturation, 
where gm is near its peak and gds has decreased su"ciently. For lower 
values of VDS, the device operates in the linear regime and the cut-o! 
frequency is low because gm is small and gds is large.

#e bottom line for radiofrequency performance is that although 
shorter gates, faster carriers and lower series resistances all lead to 
higher cut-o! frequencies, saturation of the drain current is essential to 
reach the maximum possible operating speeds. #is point is frequently 
missed in discussions of transistor speeds. Drain-current saturation is 
also necessary to maximize the intrinsic gain, Gint = gm/gds, which has 
become a popular $gure of merit for mixed-signal circuits.

Graphene properties relevant to transistors
Single-layer graphene is a purely two-dimensional material. Its lattice 
consists of regular hexagons with a carbon atom at each corner. #e 
bond length between adjacent carbon atoms, Lb, is 1.42 Å and the 
lattice constant, a, is 2.46 Å (Fig. 4a). #e $rst reports on this mate-
rial appeared decades ago, even before the name graphene had been 
coined (see, for example, refs 17–19), but it took the pioneering 2004 
paper by the Manchester group1 to spark the present explosion of 
interest in the material.

At present, the most popular approaches to graphene prepara-
tion are mechanical exfoliation1, growth on metals and subsequent 
graphene transfer to insulating substrates20,21, and thermal decom-
position of SiC to produce so-called epitaxial graphene on top of 
SiC wafers22,23. Exfoliation is still popular for laboratory use but it is 
not suited to the electronics industry, whereas the other two options 
both have the potential for producing wafer-scale graphene. A%er 
the graphene has been prepared, common semiconductor process-
ing techniques (such as lithography, metallization and etching) can 
be applied to fabricate graphene transistors.

In this section, I discuss two important aspects of graphene: the 
presence (or otherwise) of a bandgap, and charge transport (mobility 
and high-$eld transport) at room temperature.

Bandgap. Large-area graphene is a semimetal with zero bandgap. 
Its valence and conduction bands are cone-shaped and meet at the 
K points of the Brillouin zone (Fig. 4b). Because the bandgap is zero, 
devices with channels made of large-area graphene cannot be switched 
o! and therefore are not suitable for logic applications. However, the 
band structure of graphene can be modi$ed, and it is possible to open 
a bandgap in three ways: by constraining large-area graphene in one 
dimension to form graphene nanoribbons, by biasing bilayer graph-
ene and by applying strain to graphene. See Table 2 and refs 24–43 for 
more details.

It has been predicted28 that both armchair nanoribbons and 
zigzag nanoribbons (the two ideal types of nanoribbon; Fig. 4a) 
have a bandgap that is, to a good approximation, inversely propor-
tional to the width of the nanoribbon. #e opening of a bandgap in 
nanoribbons has been veri$ed experimentally for widths down to 
about 1 nm (refs 24–27), and theory and experiments both reveal 
bandgaps in excess of 200 meV for widths below 20 nm (Fig. 4c). 
However, it should be noted that real nanoribbons have rough edges 
and widths that change along their lengths. Even modest edge dis-
order obliterates any di!erence in the bandgap between nanorib-
bons with di!erent edge geometries29, and edge functionalization 
and doping can also a!ect the bandgap44.

To open a bandgap useful for conventional $eld-e!ect devices, 
very narrow nanoribbons with well-de$ned edges are needed. #is 
represents a serious challenge given the semiconductor processing 

equipment available at the moment. Recently, nanoribbons that 
were uniform in width and had reduced edge roughness were pro-
duced by ‘unzipping’ carbon nanotubes45. However, even a perfect 
nanoribbon is not perfect for electronics applications. In general, 
the larger the bandgap that opens in a nanoribbon, the more the 
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Figure 3 | FET d.c. and small-signal operation. a, Small-signal equivalent 
FET circuit. The intrinsic transconductance, gm, is related to the internal 
small-signal gate–source and drain–source voltages, vGSi and vDSi, whereas 
the terminal transconductance, gmt, is related to the applied gate–source 
and drain–source voltages, VGS and VDS (Table 1 and Fig. 2b). b, The 
drain current, ID (blue lines), at di!erent values of VGS, and the cut-o! 
frequency, fT (red line), both versus VDS for a radiofrequency GaAs high-
electron-mobility transistor15,16. The cut-o! frequency peaks at VDS = 1 V 
and VGS = 0.15 V. c, The intrinsic transconductance (blue line), the overall 
gate capacitance, CG = CGS + CGD (red line), and the drain conductance, 
gds (1/rds; black line), versus VDS for the same FET.
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valence and conduction bands become parabolic (rather than 
cone-shaped): this decreases the curvature around the K point and 
increases the e!ective mass of the charge carriers46, which is likely 
to decrease the mobility.

Bilayer graphene is also gapless (Fig. 4b), and its valence and con-
duction bands have a parabolic shape near the K point. If an electric 
"eld is applied perpendicular to the bilayer, a bandgap opens and the 
bands near the K point take on the so-called Mexican-hat shape. #is 
opening was predicted by theory30,31 and has been veri"ed in experi-
ments32,33. #eoretical investigations have also shown that the size of 
the bandgap depends on the strength of the perpendicular "eld and 
can reach values of 200–250 meV for high "elds ((1–3) × 107 V cm−1; 
refs 30,31).

#e bandgap of large-area single-layer epitaxial graphene is at 
present the subject of controversy34. Although some results sug-
gest a zero bandgap37,38, others report a bandgap of around 0.25 eV 
(refs 35,36). #e transfer characteristics of epitaxial-graphene 
MOSFETs show no switch-o!, which suggests a zero band-
gap. However, a bandgap is consistently observed for epitaxial 
bilayer graphene38,39.

Finally, strain has been discussed as a means of opening a band-
gap in large-area graphene, and the e!ect of uniaxial strain on the 
band structure has been simulated40,41. At present it seems that if it is 
possible at all, opening a gap in this way will require a global uniax-
ial strain exceeding 20%, which will be di&cult to achieve in prac-
tice. Moreover, little is known about the ways in which other types 
of strain, such as biaxial strain and local strain, in'uence the band 
structure of graphene.

#us, although there are a number of techniques for opening a 
bandgap in graphene, they are all at the moment some way from 
being suitable for use in real-world applications.

Mobility. #e most frequently stated advantage of graphene 
is its high carrier mobility at room temperature. Mobilities of 
10,000–15,000 cm2 V−1 s−1 are routinely measured for exfoliated 
graphene on SiO2-covered silicon wafers1,47, and upper limits of 
between 40,000 and 70,000 cm2 V−1 s−1 have been suggested47,48. 
Moreover, in the absence of charged impurities and ripples, 
mobilities of 200,000 cm2 V−1 s−1 have been predicted49, and a 
mobility of 106 cm2 V−1 s−1 was recently reported for suspended 
graphene50. For large-area graphene grown on nickel and trans-
ferred to a substrate, mobilities greater than 3,700 cm2 V−1 s−1 have 
been measured20.

Finally, for epitaxial graphene on silicon carbide, the mobility 
depends on whether the graphene is grown on the silicon face or 
the carbon face of SiC. Although graphene grown on the carbon 
face has higher mobility (values of ~5,000 cm2 V−1 s−1 have been 
reported23, compared with ~1,000 cm2 V−1 s−1 for graphene grown 
on the silicon face23,51), it is easier to grow single-layer and bilayer 
graphene on the silicon face, which makes the silicon face of SiC 
more suited for electronic applications.

In early graphene MOS structures, the mobility was a!ected by 
the use of a top-gate dielectric52,53. However, the recent demonstra-
tion of mobilities of around 23,000 cm2 V−1 s−1 in top-gated graph-
ene MOS channels54 and the observation of similar mobilities before 
and a(er top-gate formation55 show that high-mobility graphene 

Table 1 | Performance measures for the field-e!ect transistor.
Quantity Definition

Terminal transconductance

Intrinsic transconductance

Drain conductance

Gate–source capacitance

Gate–drain capacitance

Cut-off frequency

Field-effect mobility

VGS, VDS: terminal d.c. voltages; VGSi, VDSi: intrinsic d.c. voltages; Qch: mobile channel charge; Lch, Wch: channel length and width; CG: gate capacitance. In the expression for μFE, CG is the gate capacitance per unit area. 
RS and RD are the source and drain series resistances, respectively. Expressions for the terminal and intrinsic transconductances, drain conductance, gate–source and gate–drain capacitances, and cut-off frequency 
for the equivalent FET circuit shown in Fig. 3a7,8. The expression for the field-effect mobility in MOS channels is also shown66.

dVGS VDS = const           

dIDgmt =

dVGSi VDSi = const          

dIDgm =

dVDSi VGSi = const                  

dID

rds        

1gds = =

dVGSi VDSi = const

dQchCGS = –

dVDSi VGSi = const

dQchCGD = –

Lchgm

WchCGVDS
µFE =

(CGS + CGD)[1 + gds(RS + RD)] + CGDgm(RS + RD)  2π
gmfT ≈

1
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MOS channels can be made with a proper choice of the gate dielec-
tric and optimization of the deposition process.

!ese mobility numbers are impressive, but they require closer 
inspection. !e high mobilities mentioned above relate to large-area 
graphene, which is gapless. A general trend for conventional semi-
conductors is that the electron mobility decreases as the bandgap 
increases, and a similar trend has been predicted for carbon nanotubes 
(CNTs)56,57 and graphene nanoribbons58–61 (Fig. 5a). !is means that 
the mobility in nanoribbons with a bandgap similar to that of silicon 
(1.1 eV) is expected to be lower than in bulk silicon and no higher than 
the mobility in the silicon channel of a conventional MOS device58. 
!e mobilities measured in experiments—less than 200 cm2 V−1 s−1 
for nanoribbons 1–10 nm wide26,62 and 1,500 cm2 V−1 s−1 for a nanori-
bbon 14 nm wide45 (which is the highest mobility so far measured for 
a nanoribbon)—support the theoretical results (Fig. 5b). !erefore, 
although the high mobilities o#ered by graphene can increase the 
speed of devices, they come at the expense of making it di$cult to 
switch devices o#, thus removing one of the main advantages of the 
CMOS con%guration—its low static power consumption.

High-!eld transport. In the days when FETs had gates several 
micrometres long, the mobility was the appropriate measure of the 
speed of carrier transport. Strictly speaking, however, the mobility 

describes carrier transport in low electric %elds; the short gate lengths 
in modern FETs result in high %elds in a sizeable portion of the chan-
nel, reducing the relevance of mobility to device performance. To 
illustrate this, let us consider a FET with a gate 100 nm long and a 
drain–source voltage of 1 V. If we assume a voltage drop of 0.3 V across 
the series resistances, the average %eld in the channel is 70 kV cm−1. 
At such high %elds, the steady-state carrier velocity saturates, and this 
saturation velocity becomes another important measure of carrier 
transport. Figure 5c shows plots of the electron velocity versus the 
electric %eld for conventional semiconductors, and simulated plots for 
large-area graphene63,64 and a carbon nanotube57. For graphene and 
the nanotube, maximum carrier velocities of around 4 × 107 cm s−1 are 
predicted, in comparison with 2 × 107 cm s−1 for GaAs and 107 cm s−1 
for silicon. Moreover, at high %elds the velocity in graphene and the 
nanotube does not drop as drastically as in the iii–v semiconduc-
tors. Unfortunately, there is at present no experimental data available 
on high-%eld transport in graphene nanoribbons and in large-area 
graphene. However, other measurements65 suggest high-%eld carrier 
velocities of several 107 cm s−1 in graphene. !us, regarding high-%eld 
transport, graphene and nanotubes seem to have a slight advantage 
over conventional semiconductors.

Finally, it is worth noting that reported mobilities for graphene 
devices need to be interpreted carefully because there are several 

Table 2 | Does graphene have a bandgap?
Graphene type Size Bandgap Remarks Ref.
SL graphene on SiO2 LA No Experiment and theory 1, 5
SL graphene on SiO2 GNR Yes Experiment and theory; gap due to lateral confinement* 24–29

BL graphene on SiO2 LA Yes Experiment and theory; gap due to symmetry breaking by 
perpendicular interlayer field

30–33

Epitaxial SL LA Unknown Controversial discussion 34
Yes Experiment and theory, gap due to symmetry breaking 35, 36
No Experiment and theory 37, 38

Epitaxial BL LA Yes Experiment and theory 32, 38, 39
Epitaxial SL, BL GNR Yes Theory 39
Strained SL† LA Yes Theory; gap due to level crossing 40

No Theory 41

SL: single-layer; BL: bilayer; LA: large-area; GNR: graphene nanoribbon. *The origin of the bandgap in nanoribbons is still under debate: in addition to pure lateral confinement28, it has been suggested that the 
Coulomb blockade42,43 or Anderson localization29 might be responsible for the formation of the gap. †Theorists disagree about the existence of a bandgap for strained SL graphene.
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de!nitions for the MOSFET channel mobility and they are di"cult 
to compare66. Furthermore, the techniques used to measure mobil-
ity are only vaguely described in some papers. Most frequently, the 
!eld-e#ect mobility, μFE, is measured (Table 1). However, the e#ect 
of the source and drain series resistances must be eliminated from 
the measured characteristics to determine this quantity, and it is not 
always clear that this has been done.

An additional complication lies in the interpretation of data from 
top-gated graphene MOSFETs, which involves arriving at a value for 

the gate capacitance, CG. Frequently CG is approximated by the oxide 
capacitance per unit area, as Cox = εox/tox, where εox is the dielectric con-
stant of the top-gate dielectric and tox is the thickness of this dielectric. 
However, when tox is small, the quantum capacitance, Cq, must be taken 
into account67,68 because it is connected in series with Cox, making the 
overall gate capacitance CG = CoxCq/(Cox + Cq). $e overall gate capaci-
tance can be signi!cantly smaller than Cox, particularly close to the 
Dirac point (the point of minimum drain current), so neglecting the 
e#ect of Cq will lead to an underestimate of the !eld-e#ect mobility.
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Figure 6 | Structure and evolution of graphene MOSFETs. a, Schematics of di!erent graphene MOSFET types: back-gated MOSFET (left); top-gated 
MOSFET with a channel of exfoliated graphene or of graphene grown on metal and transferred to a SiO2-covered Si wafer (middle); top-gated MOSFET 
with an epitaxial-graphene channel (right). The channel shown in red can consist of either large-area graphene or graphene nanoribbons. b, Progress in 
graphene MOSFET development1,52,69,73 compared with the evolution of nanotube FETs78,98–100.
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State of the art of graphene transistors
A graphene MOS device was among the breakthrough results 
reported by the Manchester group in 2004 (ref. 1). A 300-nm SiO2 
layer underneath the graphene served as a back-gate dielectric and 
a doped silicon substrate acted as the back-gate (Fig. 6a). Such back-
gate devices have been very useful for proof-of-concept purposes, 
but they su!er from unacceptably large parasitic capacitances and 
cannot be integrated with other components. "erefore, practical 
graphene transistors need a top-gate. "e #rst graphene MOSFET 
with a top-gate was reported in 2007 (ref. 52), representing an 
important milestone, and progress has been very rapid since then 
(Fig. 6b). Although research into graphene is still in its infancy, 
graphene MOSFETs can compete with devices that have bene#ted 
from decades of research and investment.

Top-gated graphene MOSFETs have been made with exfoliated 
graphene52–55,69,70, graphene grown on metals such as nickel and cop-
per71,72, and epitaxial graphene23,73,74; SiO2, Al2O3, and HfO2 have 
been used for the top-gate dielectric. "e channels of these top-
gated graphene transistors have been made using large-area graph-
ene, which does not have a bandgap, so they have not been able to 
switch o!.

Large-area-graphene transistors have a unique current–voltage 
transfer characteristic (Fig. 7a). "e carrier density and the type of 
carrier (electrons or holes) in the channel are governed by the poten-
tial di!erences between the channel and the gates (top-gate and/or 
back-gate). Large positive gate voltages promote an electron accu-
mulation in the channel (n-type channel), and large negative gate 
voltages lead to a p-type channel. "is behaviour gives rise to the 
two branches of the transfer characteristics separated by the Dirac 
point (Fig. 7a). "e position of the Dirac point depends on several 
factors: the di!erence between the work functions of the gate and 
the graphene, the type and density of the charges at the interfaces 
at the top and bottom of the channel (Fig. 6), and any doping of 
the graphene. "e on–o! ratios reported for MOSFET devices with 
large-area-graphene channels are in the range 2–20.

"e output characteristics of many graphene MOSFETs either 
show a linear shape without any saturation53 or only weak satu-
ration73,74, each of which is a disadvantage with respect to device 
speed. However, some graphene MOSFETs have an unusual form of 
saturation-like behaviour that includes a second linear region70,71,75 

(Fig. 7b). Our present understanding of the origin of this behav-
iour is as follows. For small values of VDS, the transistor operates in 
the linear region and the entire channel is n-type (region I). As VDS 
is increased, the drain current starts to saturate until the in$ec-
tion point at VDS = VDS,crit is reached (region II). At this point, the 
potential conditions at the drain end of the channel correspond 
to the Dirac point. Once VDS exceeds VDS,crit, the conduction type 
at the drain end of the channel switches from n-type to p-type70,76 
and the transistor enters a second linear region (region III). At 
su%ciently large values of VDS, the output characteristics for dif-
ferent gate voltages may cross75, leading to a zero or even negative 
transconductance—a highly undesirable situation. "is peculiar 
behaviour is a consequence of these devices having gapless chan-
nels and does not occur in FETs with semiconducting channels.

Recently, graphene MOSFETs with gigahertz capabilities have 
been reported. "ese transistors possess large-area channels of 
exfoliated53,55,69,77 and epitaxial73,74 graphene. "e fastest graphene 
transistor currently is a MOSFET with a 240-nm gate that has a 
cut-o! frequency of fT = 100 GHz (ref. 73), which is higher than 
those of the best silicon MOSFETs with similar gate lengths (as 
is the cut-o! frequency of 53 GHz reported for a device with a 
550-nm gate, also in ref. 73). A weak point of all radiofrequency 
graphene MOSFETs reported so far is the unsatisfying saturation 
behaviour (only weak saturation or the second linear regime), 
which has an adverse impact on the cut-o! frequency, the intrin-
sic gain and other #gures of merit for radiofrequency devices. 
However, outperforming silicon MOSFETs while operating with 
only weak current saturation73 is certainly impressive.

Figure 8 shows the cut-o! frequency for a variety of devices 
including graphene MOSFETs, nanotube FETs, and various 
radiofrequency FETs. For conventional radiofrequency FETs with 
gate lengths greater than 0.2 μm, the fT data for each transistor type 
has an L−1 dependence, where L is the gate length. Furthermore, fT 
increases with mobility9. Silicon MOSFETs show channel mobili-
ties of a few 100 cm2 V−1 s−1 compared with about 6,000 cm2 V−1 s−1 
for GaAs pHEMTs and more than 10,000 cm2 V−1 s−1 for InP 
HEMTs and GaAs mHEMTs. At shorter gate lengths, however, the 
mobility becomes less important for transistor speed and the dele-
terious in$uence of parasitic resistances and short-channel e!ects 
increases. Both nanotube and graphene FETs are still slower than 
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the best conventional radiofrequency FETs, but they have recently 
overtaken the best silicon MOSFETs with gate lengths above 
200 nm and are approaching the performance of GaAs pHEMTs. 
(See ref. 78 for details of the nanotube with the highest fT reported 
so far, and ref. 79 for more information on the radiofrequency 
potential of nanotube FETs.)

Although the low on–o! ratios demonstrated so far make use 
in logic devices unrealistic, transistors with large-area graphene 
channels are promising candidates for radiofrequency applica-
tions because radiofrequency FETs are not required to switch 
o! and can bene"t from the high mobilities o!ered by large-area 
graphene. However, the absence of drain-current saturation will 
limit the radiofrequency performance of graphene transistors.

One method of introducing a bandgap into graphene for logic 
applications is to create graphene nanoribbons. Nanoribbon 
MOSFETs with back-gate control and widths down to less than 
5 nm have been operated as p-channel devices and had on–o! 
ratios of up to 106 (refs 26,62). Such high ratios have been obtained 
despite simulations showing that edge disorder leads to an unde-
sirable decrease in the on-currents and a simultaneous increase 
in the o!-current of nanoribbon MOSFETs80,81.#is, and other 
evidence of a sizeable bandgap opening in narrow nanoribbons, 
provides proof of the suitability of nanoribbon FETs for logic 
applications. However, these devices had relatively thick back-gate 
oxides, so voltage swings of several volts were needed for switch-
ing, which is signi"cantly more than the swings of 1 V and less 
needed to switch Si CMOS devices2. Furthermore, CMOS logic 
requires both n-channel and p-channel FETs with well-controlled 
threshold voltages, and graphene FETs with all these properties 
have not yet been reported.

Recently, the "rst graphene nanoribbon MOSFETs with top-
gate control have been reported82. #ese transistors feature a thin 
high-dielectric-constant (high-k) top-gate dielectric (1–2 nm of 
HfO2), a room-temperature on–o! ratio of 70 and an outstanding 

transconductance of 3.2 mS μm−1 (which is higher than the 
transconductances reported for state-of-the-art silicon MOSFETs 
and iii–v HEMTs).

Graphene bilayer MOSFETs have been investigated experimen-
tally83 and by device simulation84. Although the on–o! ratios reported 
so far (100 at room temperature and 2,000 at low temperature83) are 
too small for logic applications, they mark a signi"cant improvement 
(of about a factor of 10) over MOSFETs in which the channel is made 
of large-area gapless graphene.

#e contact resistance between the metallic source and drain 
contacts and the graphene channel should be brie(y mentioned. 
So far, the lowest reported metal–graphene contact resistances are 
in the range 500–1,000 Ω cm (refs 85,86), which is about ten times 
the contact resistance of silicon MOSFETs and iii–v HEMTs8,13. 
Remarkably, in spite of the importance of the contacts (particu-
larly for short-channel devices), only a few studies dealing with 
metal–graphene contacts have been published85–87 and more work 
is needed to understand the contact properties.

I now return to the two-dimensional nature of graphene. 
According to scaling theory, as noted previously, a thin channel 
region allows short-channel e!ects to be suppressed and thus makes 
it feasible to scale MOSFETs to very short gate lengths. #e two-
dimensional nature of graphene means it o!ers us the thinnest pos-
sible channel, so graphene MOSFETs should be more scalable than 
their competitors. It should be noted, however, that scaling theory 
is valid only for transistors with a semiconducting channel and does 
not apply to graphene MOSFETs with gapless channels. #us, the 
scaling theory does describe nanoribbon MOSFETs, which have a 
bandgap but which have signi"cantly lower mobilities than large-
area graphene, as discussed. Given that the high published values 
of mobility relate to gapless large-area graphene, the most attractive 
characteristic of graphene for use in MOSFETs, in particular those 
required to switch o!, may be its ability to scale to shorter channels 
and higher speeds, rather than its mobility.

Further options for graphene devices
It has become clear that graphene devices based on the conven-
tional MOSFET principle su!er from some fundamental prob-
lems. #is has motivated researchers to explore new graphene 
device concepts, such as tunnel FETs and bilayer pseudospin 
FETs. In a tunnel FET, the band-to-band tunnelling across the 
source–channel junction can be controlled using the gate–source 
voltage. #e big advantage of tunnel FETs is that their subthresh-
old swings are not limited to 60 mV per decade, as in conven-
tional MOSFETs7,10, which should lead to steeper subthreshold 
characteristics and better switch-o!. #e tunnel-FET approach 
has already been explored in silicon and carbon-nanotube 
MOSFETs88,89. Tunnel FETs based on nanoribbons and bilayer 
graphene have been investigated in simulations84,90,91 but have 
not been demonstrated experimentally. In particular, the bilayer 
graphene tunnel FET is now considered to be a promising device 
for a number of reasons: narrow nanoribbons are not needed, so 
edge disorder will not be a problem and patterning will be rela-
tively easy; the small bandgap opened by a vertical "eld applied 
across the two layers is su*cient to suppress band-to-band tun-
nelling in the o!-state and thus enables e!ective switch-o!; and 
the possibility of subthreshold swings below 60 mV per decade 
should make high on–o! ratios possible84.

#e bilayer pseudospin FET consists of a vertical stack of two 
graphene layers separated by a thin dielectric92. Under certain bias 
conditions the tunnelling resistance between the two graphene lay-
ers becomes so small that the layers are e!ectively shorted, causing 
the FET to pass a high current, whereas under other conditions 
the tunnelling resistance is very large, shutting the current o!. #e 
bilayer pseudospin FET might therefore be able to deliver fast and 
ultralow-power logic operation.
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Although graphene tunnel FETs and bilayer pseudospin FETs 
are both still at an embryonic stage, they have already gained con-
siderable attention in the electron-device community and have 
been included in the chapter on emerging research devices in 
the latest edition of the ITRS2. It might also be possible to make 
interconnects from graphene, which would open the possibility of 
all-graphene integrated circuits in which both the active devices 
and the wiring were made of graphene22. It has been shown that 
graphene interconnects compete well with copper intercon-
nects93,94; indeed, graphene can support current densities greater 
than 108 A cm−2 (which is 100 times higher than those supported 
by copper and is comparable with those supported by nanotubes)95 
and has a thermal conductivity of around 30–50 W cm–1 K−1 (in 
comparison with 4 W cm−1 K−1 for copper)96.

Outlook
Since 2007, we have witnessed huge progress in the development of 
graphene transistors. Most impressive were the demonstrations of 
a graphene MOSFET with a cut-o" frequency of 100 GHz (ref. 73), 
the excellent switching behaviour of nanoribbon MOSFETs26,62, and 
channel mobilities exceeding 20,000 cm2 V−1 s−1 in top-gated graph-
ene MOSFETs54. However, this progress has been accompanied by 
the appearance of a number of problems. MOSFETs with large-area-
graphene channels cannot be switched o", making them unsuitable 
for logic applications, and their peculiar saturation behaviour limits 
their radiofrequency performance. Nanoribbon graphene, which 
does have a bandgap and results in transistors that can be switched 
o", has serious fabrication issues because of the small widths 
required and the presence of edge disorder.

#e primary challenges facing the community at present, there-
fore, are to create in a controlled and practical fashion a band-
gap in graphene, which would allow logic transistors to switch o" 
and radiofrequency transistors to avoid the second linear regime 
(Fig. 7b), and to develop other means of improving transistor sat-
uration characteristics by, for example, developing contacts that 
block one kind of carrier without degrading the transistor’s speed. 
#e community may also bene$t from recognizing that the moti-
vation to use graphene in transistors in the $rst place stems less 
from ultrahigh mobilities than from graphene’s ability to scale to 
short gate lengths and high speeds by virtue of its thinness.

#is discussion of the problems of graphene MOSFETs should 
not lead to the conclusion that graphene is not a promising mate-
rial for transistors. Rather, I have chosen a more critical view to 
avoid a situation that has been seen in the past, in which a new 
device or material concept has been prematurely declared capa-
ble of replacing the status quo. Also, I agree with David Ferry, a 
veteran of semiconductor device research, when he says that97 
“many such saviours have come and gone, yet the reliable silicon 
CMOS continues to be scaled and to reach even higher perform-
ance levels”.

I conclude by noting that the $rst top-gated graphene transis-
tors were reported only three years ago. Given this short history, 
and given that all other possible successors to conventional main-
stream transistors also face serious problems, we cannot help but 
be impressed with the rapid development of graphene. Concepts 
that have been investigated for many years, such as spin transis-
tors or molecular devices, seem to be farther from real application 
than does graphene, and it is not clear if they will ever reach the 
production stage. At the moment, it is impossible to say which, 
if any, of the alternative device concepts being considered will 
replace conventional transistors. However, the latest ITRS road-
map strongly recommends intensi$ed research into graphene 
and even contains a research and development schedule for car-
bon-based nanoelectronics2. #e race is still open and the pros-
pects for graphene devices are at least as promising as those for 
alternative concepts.
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